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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Program grades kindergarten through six in Mattoon 
Community Unit School District Number Two, Mattoon, 
Illinois . In order to accomplish this purpose the study 
utilized the Purpose--Input--Process--outcome--Decision 
Model for program evaluation . The study was divided 
into four chapters. Chapter 1 presents the background 
and statement of the problem of substance use and abuse 
by America's youth . Chapter 2 is a review of current 
literature and related research . For organizational 
purposes, the literature and research are divided into 
two sections: the problem of substance abuse and 
educational programming for the prevention of substance 
abuse . The latter section includes research on 
prevention program strategies, prevention program 
effectiveness, characteristic prevention program 
weaknesses, and prevention program models. Chapter 3 
contains an overview of the design of the study. It 
presents discussions of the general design of the 
evaluation study utilizing pretests and posttests, the 
80 third and fourth grade students used as the sample 
population, the data collection and instrumentation, and 
data analysis . A secondary process evaluation is also 
discussed which measures teacher opinions by use of a 
survey . The results, conclusions, and recommendations 
for the study are presented in Chapter 4 .  The results 
are reported in the format of the evaluation model . 
Conclusions about the effectiveness of the substance 
abuse program show that while the program is effective 
in cognitive gain of information concerning the use and 
abuse of substances, the program affects no 
statistical ly significant gain in self-image or 
appropriate, socially-acceptable attitudes . The study 
concludes with recommendations for improvement of the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program . 
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On the 18th Annual Gallup Poll of the Public's 
Attitudes Toward the Public Schools , the American public 
was aqain asked , "What do you think are the biqqest 
problems with which the public schools in this community 
must deal?" For the first time in Gallup Poll history , 
the public identified the use of druqs by students as 
the top rankinq problem. 28% of the respondents 
identified druq use as the most important school 
problem , a 10% increase over the 18% reported on the 
1985 Gallup Poll. Drinkinq and alcoholism was 
identified as the fifth rankinq problem with 5% of the 
respondents , an increase since 1985 of 2% and a move 
from the tenth rankinq problem (Gallup , 1985 , 1986) . 
The 1986 Gallup Poll also indicated that parents 
perceived the use of druqs as a more serious problem in 
local schools ( 27%) than in the school attended by their 
own child ( 16%) . Alcohol and drinkinq were perceived 
similarly , 5% and 3%. Druqs was identified as a more 
serious problem by parents of hiqh school students than 
by parents of elementary school students. Also , parents 
of students of averaqe or below averaqe academic 
achievement were more likely to choose use of druqs as 
the most important problem f acinq schools than were 
other parents . 
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When asked how the schools should deal with the 
druq problem , 90% of the respondents felt that 
instruction should be required for all students in the 
dangers of'druq abuse ,  and roughly the same percentage 
felt that drug education should be a required course in 
the school curriculum . 7 8% of the public favored 
expulsion of students cauqht using druqs in school 
buildings and on school grounds . Use of school funds to 
provide counsel inq and treatment for students who use 
drugs was approved by 69% of the respondents , and 67% 
favored permittinq teachers or school authorities to 
search lockers or personal property without obtaining a 
court-issued search warrant if they suspect druqs 
(Gallup , 19 8 6 ) . 
It was in this publ ic cl imate that President Ronald 
Reagan and Mrs . Reagan launched a nationwide campaign to 
stop the importation and use of illeqal druqs on their 
September 2 1 ,  198 6 ,  joint television address . Parents , 
students , schools ,  and communities have been asked to 
unite and support druq and alcohol abuse prevention 
efforts . Although many aspects of society have been 
identi fied as responsible to help solve this serious 
problem , it is the American schools that have been 
identified as the major influence and as having the 
major responsibil ity in prevention programs ( U.S. 
Department of Education , 1986). 
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Interest in the drug problem in the nation's 
schools was not new to the Reagan administration . 
Following the 1980 election of Ronald Reagan to his 
first term as President , First Lady Nancy Reagan began 
her personal campaign against the problem of drug abuse 
by American children . In 1984 , Mrs . Reagan began the 
"national crusade" to get young people to "Just Say No" 
to drugs ( Journal of School Health , 1985) . Also , in 
1984, President Reagan identified ending the "drug and 
alcohol abuse that plagues hundreds and thousands of our 
children" as the second of his six steps or fundamental 
reforms to "return excellence to American education" 
(Reagan , 1984 , p .  13-14) . 
The responsibil ity of the schools  in substance 
abuse prevention or drug/alcohol education is also not 
unique . Alcohol education has been a part of publ ic 
schools for over 8 0  years , being mandated in most states 
as a part of the regular school curriculum (Weisheit , 
Hopkins , & Kearney , 1984) . 
Drug education has been recorded as early as the 
l8801s, but became a national priority after the 1960's 
"drug explosion" . Along with a national law enforcement 
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effort to diminish the druq problem , the Nixon 
Administration beqan development and dissemination of 
federally funded druq education materials .  
Consequently , the 1970's saw a major shift in druq 
prevention efforts from law enforcement to the publ ic 
schools (Minnesota Prevention Resource Center , 1985; 
Moskowitz , 1983) . Druq and alcohol education and abuse 
prevention proqrams have remained a part of the 
curriculum in many U . S .  schools , althouqh the format , 
content , and emphasis have chanqed over the years 
(Benard , 1985; Minnesota Prevention Resource Center , 
1985) . 
Statement of the Problem 
In many states , includinq Ill inois ,  it is mandated 
or it is recommended that publ ic schools provide 
instruction in the areas of alcohol education , druq 
education , and smokinq education . In the case of 
Illinois , however , there are no prescribed curriculum or 
quidel ines for this instruction . Since substance abuse 
education is not usually tauqht by use of a textbook , as 
are such traditional subjects as readinq and math , 
several school districts in Ill inois have worked with 
the Ill inois State Board of Education since 1980 to 
develop their own substance abuse proqrams . Such is the 
case with Mattoon Community Unit School District Number 
12 
Two , Mattoon , Ill inois. This school district developed 
the Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram in 
grades kindergarten through eight. 
Upon examination of the program development process 
as appl ied to substance abuse prevention programs , it 
was found that the National Institute on Druq Abuse 
(1981) offered eiqht steps of a systematic prevention 
program planninq and development process , the final step 
being the evaluation component. Similarly , Trisco and 
Leaque ( 1978) offered evaluation as the final staqe for 
their model of program development for human services , 
includinq alcohol and drug abuse prevention programs. 
The problem addressed in this study is the final 
step in program development , the evaluation of the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram . This 
study has assessed the effectiveness of the Primary 
Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram , has identified 
strengths and weaknesses of the program , and has 
provided the decision-makers in Mattoon Community Unit 
School District Number Two with recommendations and 
useful information to determine what chanqes and 
improvements are necessary in the Primary Prevention of 
Substance Abuse Program. 
Bes ides havinq impact on the education of Mattoon 
Community Unit School District Number Two students , the 
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results of this study will have a more widespread 
effect . Mattoon•s substance abuse curriculum is part of 
an Illinois state Board of Education network for 
drug/alcohol education . Mattoon School District 
personnel have served as a resource to other school 
districts and have presented the school system's 
prevention program at regional and statewide 
conferences . Improvements made in the Primary 
Prevention of Substance Abuse Program as a result of 
this study will aid in the development of more effective 
programs in other school districts throughout the State 
of Illinois . 
Limitations of the study 
This study dealt only with the effectiveness of the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program in grades 
kindergarten through six . The program as presented in 
grades seven and eight was not evaluated because of the 
differences in program design , that is , teacher-created 
instructional materials as opposed to textbook-oriented 
instruction . 
For the purpose of this study , evaluation 
instruments were administered to 80 third and fourth 
grade students attending one·e1ementary school . The 
study was limited to the two seotions each of third and 
fourth grade to make the sample more manageable by the 
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researcher. Also , by the evaluation design , it was 
necessary for the Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse 
curriculum to be taught during the months of February , 
March , and April. Since the prevention program in 
Mattoon is designed so that the individual classroom 
teacher determines in what already existing curriculum 
area and at what time during the school year the 
substance abuse curriculum is appropriately taught , it 
would have been difficult for the researcher to impose 
time restrictions on a large number of elementary 
teachers in the school system. 
A survey el iciting teacher opinions of the 
substance abuse program was distributed to the 22 third 
and fourth grade teachers in the district rather than 
all elementary teachers . Therefore , throughout the 
study , the third and fourth grade students and teachers 
have been identified as representative of all elementary 
students and teachers . 
The aspects of evaluation for students was limited 
to the program goals pertaining to ( a) the increase of 
knowledge of factual information concerning the use and 
abuse of specific substances, (b) the development and 
expansion of positive self-image , and ( c) the display of 
appropriate , socially-acceptable attitudes toward 
substances , their use and abuse. The goals pertaining 
to decision-makinq and problem-solvinq skills were not 
evaluated . 
Definition of Terms 
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Benard ( 1985) states that the concept of substance 
abuse education is synonymous with alcohol/druq 
education in the schools . For the purpose of this 
study, however , the definition of a substance was 
expanded to include any physical material taken into the 
body which alters its natural state . Substances not 
only include alcohol, tobacco, and druqs, which are the 
three main classifications identified, but also include 
such materials as medicines, poisons, suqars, and foods. 
Substance abuse refers to the improper use or treatment 
of physical materials so as to harm or alter the normal 
state of the body . 
Althouqh much debate has taken place reqardinq the 
definitions of the synonymous terms "primary prevention" 
and "prevention", the followinq definitions have been 
accepted by the researcher as consistent with the 
philosophies of Mattoon community Unit School District 
Number Two . The term "primary prevention proqram" has 
been used to distinquish from intervention, treatment, 
and rehabil itation proqrams which in the past have been 
identified as "tertiary" or "secondary" prevention . The 
qoal of primary prevention is to enable individuals to 
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improve and maintain qood health and well-beinq, rather 
than to intervene after health and well-beinq have been 
disrupted as is the case with treatment and intervention 
(Moberq, 1984) . 
The Wisconsin Prevention Network defines 
"prevention" as "a process which promotes health by 
empowerinq people with resources necessary to confront 
complex, stressful life conditions by enablinq 
individuals to lead personally satisfyinq, enrichinq 
lives" ( 1982 , p. 1) . 
The National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcohol ism states that the objective of prevention is 
to educate and protect the individual in order to 
avoid alcohol-related problems prior to siqns or 
symptoms of problems. It includes those 
activities, proqrams, and practices that operate on 
a fundamentally nonpersonal basis to alter the set 
of opportunities, risks, and expectations 
surroundinq individuals in society ( 1984 , p. xvii ) . 
Similarly, the Wisconsin Department of Health and Social 
Services provides the followinq definition : 
Prevention policies , proqrams and activities are 
those which : 1)  enable people to stay healthy: 
( i.e., maintain and improve physical, emotional, 
social and intellectual development) :  and 2) enable 
17 
communities to strengthen environments which 
promote health and to change those conditions which 
predispose individuals to develop problems ( 1982, 
p . l) . 
Moberg states that goals are "broad statements of 
program purpose" (1984, p. 8) . According to Trisco and 
League the recognition of a problem impl ies a 
discrepancy between what is and what one would l ike to 
exist . A goal is then a statement of what one would 
like to exist, the long-term result or end statement 
desired . 
Trisco and League further state that goals and 
objectives are the same except that a goal is "the 
ultimate, long-range, end result, " where an objective is 
a short-term, interim result which accompl ishes the 
goal . Both goals and objectives clarify the reasons and 
purposes for activities (1978, chap . 3). 
For the purpose of this study, TenBrink's 
definition of evaluation is used . "Evaluation is the 
process of obtaining information and using it to form 
judgements which in turn are to be used for 
decision-making" ( 1974, p .  8) . 
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Chapter II 
Review of Literature and Related Research 
Introduction 
The review of l iterature and related research is 
divided into two sections : ( a )  the problem of substance 
use and abuse and (b)  educational programming for the 
prevention of substance abuse . 
When addressing the problem of substance abuse the 
researcher has included the use of both illicit drugs 
and the l icit drugs of alcohol and nicotine through 
smoking . "When discussing alcohol and smoking, there is 
no legal use for children . Any use of drugs, alcohol , 
or tobacco by children is abuse" (W . J .  Bennett, Public 
Address, October 10, 1986 ) . 
The discussion of educational programming for the 
prevention of substance abuse includes a history of 
prevention program strategies, research measuring 
prevention program effectiveness, characteristic 
prevention program weaknesses, and··· prevention program 
models .  
The Problem o f  Substance Abuse 
The problems of substance use and abuse are not new 
to American society . Man has used many different drugs, 
including alcohol and nicotine, throughout recorded 
history for a variety of purposes . This country, 
however, recoqnized the dangers of the drug problem in 
the early 19601s with the formation of the first White 
House conference to address the "widespread" and 
"insidious" problem ( Lauer, 1978) . 
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Publ ic concern about drug abuse was heightened in 
the mid-19601s as a result of two trends, an increase in 
the prevalence of heroin addiction and the spread of 
drug use beyond urban ghettos as middle and upper class 
youth began using psychedelics. The rates of drug use 
increased steadily during the 1970's ( Battjes, 1985; 
Jaffe, 1979) . 
The substance abuse problem in America is no longer 
a problem associated only with adults. A considerable 
proportion of Americans are affected by alcohol and drug 
abuse, particularly when those who must relate to the 
abusers, many of them children, are considered (Laurer, 
1978). The Third Special Report to the U.S. Congress on 
Alcohol and Health stated : 
We currently estimate that there are 10 million 
problem drinkers ( including alcohol ic people )  in 
the United States, and each of them directly 
affects the l ives of many others--family members, 
co-workers, employers, friends, innocent 
bystanders--so that l iterally tens of mill ions of 
Americans face some form of negative consequences 
20 
due to alcohol misuse ( 1978 , p .  xix) . 
In fact , "one out of four students in a teacher's 
classroom comes from a home where someone has a chemical 
dependency" (Rentfro , 1984 , p .  141) . 
In a society in which the use of alcohol has been 
symbolically associated with an adult behavior pattern 
and in which the use of alcohol is leqally requlated , 
surveys have noted that few adolescents wait until they 
reach "drinkinq age" to sample alcohol ( Marqulies , 
Kessler , & Kandel , 1977) . An analytical review of 
surveys about hiqh school drinkinq practices conducted 
between 1941 and 1975 by Blane and Hewitt ( 1977) 
revealed that the prevalence of drinkinq rose steadily 
from World war II until about 1965 . Durinq the next ten 
years , drinkinq behaviors remained constant , with 70% of 
teenaqers reportinq they had had a drink . The averaqe 
age that a youth had the first drink remained constant 
between 1965 and 1975 , at sl iqhtly over 13 years of aqe. 
Blane and Hewitt further stated that surveys 
deal inq with the incidence of alcohol use by children 
aged 12 and under qenerally did not appear until 1970 . 
They cited a later survey of 15 , 747 colleqe students by 
Straus and Bacon that revealed that 43% had tasted 
alcohol before age 11 . In one nationwide survey , 40% of 
youth had tasted alcohol by the age of 10 , and in 
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another , the mean age at which 10 , 658 drinkers had their 
first drink ranged from 10 to 13 years . 
More recent figures reflecting the age at which 
adolescents first tried drinking are based on a 1978 
survey conducted by the National Institute of Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism . This survey showed that initial 
use of alcohol peaked at ages 14 and 15 , with 29% of the 
surveyed population . 15% of the students indicated 
their first drink was before the age of 12 , and 8% had 
sampled alcohol for the first time before the age of 11. 
Slightly more than 4% of the 4 , 918 respondents reported 
having the first alcoholic drink by the age of seven 
(Rachal et al . ,  1980) . 
In addition , the National Institute on Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism ( 1980) indicated that as early as 
1974 , among seventh graders across the nation , 93% of 
all boys and 87% of all girls had had a drink at least 
once , and that 5% of that population were problem 
drinkers , using a criterion of drinking to excess at 
least once a week . Furthermore , it was reported that 
one-fifth of all high school students nationwide were 
intoxicated at least once a month . 
The extent of alcohol and other drug use among 
adolescents has been well-documented (Abelson , 
Fishburne, & Cisin , 1977) . In terms of the problems 
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which result from these combined levels of usaqe , it has 
been concluded that adolescent alcohol abuse has reached 
"epidemic proportions" ( Stumphauzer ,  1980 , p .  277) . 
Indeed , Blane and Chafetz ( 1979) have concluded that 25% 
of the U . S .  population between 13 and 18 years of aqe 
can be cateqorized as problem drinkers , where Rachal et 
al . (1980) reported that one-third of the nation's hiqh 
school students are problem drinkers . 
Rachal et al . conducted a 1978 national survey of 
hiqh school seniors in the 48 contiquous states . The 
findinqs indicate: 
1 .  over 1 . 6  million or nearly 15% of senior high 
school students are estimated to have been weekly 
heavy drinkers , drinking at least once a week and a 
large amount on each occasion ( 5  to 12 drinks or 
more than 2 . 7  ounces of ethanol) . 
2 .  over 3 mill ion or about 27% of senior hiqh 
school students are estimated to have been weekly 
drinkers , drinking once a week or more often . 
3 .  More than 6 . 8  million or 62% of senior high 
school students are estimated to have been monthly 
drinkers , drinking once a month or more often 
• 
( 1980 , p .  10) . 
Rachal et al . have shown that ease of availability 
is related to heavier drinking . These findinqs are from 
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a follow-up study of earlier research conducted in 1974. 
That study surveyed 13 , 000 students in the 7th throuqh 
the 12th qrade . The new study sampled 5 , ooo students in 
the 10th throuqh the 12th qrade taken at random from 48 
contiquous states and the District of Columbia . In 
1974 , 18% more qirls than boys were drinkinq at 
"moderate" levels or less . But the latest fiqures show 
that the difference was reduced to 13% . In addition , 
the 19% advantaqe that boys held as "heavy" drinkers 
decreased by 14% in the more recent study . 
The decrease in adolescent drinkinq indicated by 
Rachal is not consistent with other research . The 
Fourth Special Report to the Congress on Alcohol and 
Health submitted in 1981 notes that "while the frequency 
and quantity of adolescent drinkinq does not appear to 
have chanqed much since a 1974 national survey , the 
proportions of 10th , 11th , and 12th qraders who have 
ever consumed alcohol are at hiqh levels" ( p. 5 ) . 87% 
of students surveyed in 1978 reported havinq had a drink 
at some time in their lives .  Approximately 15% of 
adolescent drinkers surveyed reported drinkinq at least 
once a week and consuminq five or more drinks per 
drinkinq session . 31% of 10th , 11th , and 12th qraders 
surveyed reported beinq drunk at least six times a year 
and 2% reported experiencinq adverse consequences of 
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consumption two or more times a year . 
Lee ( 1983) cited a nationwide survey of more than 
16 , 000 students conducted by the University of 
Michigan's Institute for Social Research . This survey 
indicated , for marijuana , alcohol , and cigarettes , most 
initial experiences took place before the 10th grade . 
And between 1975 and 1978 , there has been a very 
gradual ,  but steady , upward shift in the prevalence of 
alcohol use ( except for daily use) among seniors . The 
•annual prevalence rate rose steadily from 85% in 1975 to 
· 88% in 1978 . Since 1978 , however , the alcohol 
prevalence figures have remained virtually constant . 
Findings also show an increase in binge drinking over 
that same period . 
Not only is drinking a health hazard for America's 
.youth , but alcohol use is the cause of secondary 
problems . The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcohol ism ( 1978) indicated that 3 . 3  million youths aged 
14 to 17 have problems resulting from drinking . 
• Statistics indicate an estimated 8 , ooo youths are killed 
. and 40 , 000 injured in alcohol-related highway accidents 
annually . At least one of four deaths each year of 
•young Americans between 15 and 24 years of age is 
· alcohol-related , including suicides and homicides . 
Alcohol use and abuse is the most prevalent abuse 
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problem for America's youth , but the use of illegal 
drugs remains the most dangerous . Many parents , 
teachers , and administrators deny that certain drugs are 
being used by elementary and junior high school 
children . Certainly the use of any drug varies greatly 
from one school population to the next , yet , a 
Department of the Army survey revealed "the use by 
elementary students of a variety of substances ranging 
from glue to heroin" ( 1972 , p .  38) . 
Comprehensive data collected by The National 
Institute on Drug Abuse shows that among youths age 12 
to 17 , over 28t have tried marijuana , 9% inhalants , 5% 
hallucinogens , 4% cocaine , and lt heroin ( Blum & 
Richards , 1979) . Schuchard ( 1979) found that the 
average age of marijuana experimentation is 11 to 14 
years of age . The youngsters in this study admitted to 
being exposed to illegal substances frequently in the 
fifth and sixth grade through siblings , friends of 
siblings , or family members . 
In a nationwide study by Abelson , Fishburne , and 
Cisin ( 1977) it was documented that marijuana is the 
most commonly used drug , other than alcohol , with 
one-sixth of youth ( 12 to 17 years) , one-fourth of young 
adults ( 18 to 25 years) , and one out of every 30 adults 
reporting current use . The use of cocaine and 
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hallucinoqens for all aqes was lower , but 4% to 5% of 
youth , 20% of younq adults , and 3% to 4% of older adults 
reported some use . overall , some use of a druq stronqer 
than marijuana or hashish was reported by one-tenth of 
the youth , one-fourth of the younq adults , and 
one-twenty-fifth of the adults . This study also noted 
the use of alcohol by 58% of all adults and 31% of 
youth . 
A comparison of 1967 and 1974 studies by 
Radosevich , Lanza-Kaduce ,  Akers , and Krohn (1979) 
documented that illicit druq use had spread from the 
colleqes to the secondary schools .  Although 
experimentation with psychedelics had leveled off and 
may be dropping , marijuana smoking amonq high school 
students increased from 15% in 1967 to 48% in 1974 . 
Estimates of heroin use range between less than lt to 5% 
for those havinq tried it at least once . The 
probabil ity of using hard druqs increased with each 
additional druq used; however , only a small proportion 
of adolescents has made this move . 
A ten year study conducted in the Mobile , Alabama 
elementary and secondary schools and cited by Crippen 
(1984) showed that marijuana use amonq students surveyed 
had increased by 30% between 1971 and 1981 . Durinq 
these same years , alcohol and tobacco use had increased 
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by 10% , with first alcohol and tobacco use becoming more 
common among young children . 
In 1979 , marij uana use was at an all-time high with 
one of nine high school seniors reporting daily use . 
Nearly two-thirds of high school students reported 
having used an ill icit drug and nearly two of five had 
used an ill icit drug other than marijuana (Johnston , 
Bachman , & O ' Malley ,  19 8 0 ) . In 198 0 ,  although marij uana 
use dropped slightly, the use of other illicit drugs 
continued to increase . Stimulants became the most 
commonly used ill icit drug after marij uana , with an 
annual prevalence at 2 1% .  Methaqualone ( Quaalude) use 
climbed from 5 . 9% to 7 . 2% in 198 0  (Wagner , 198 4 ) . 
The 1982  National Survey on Drug Abuse provided 
further research concerning marij uana use . This study 
indicated 2 7 %  of 12- to 17-year-olds had tried 
marij uana , 11 . 5% were current users , and 6% had used it 
daily . Rates of experimentation increased with age 
among adolescents and young adults . Whereas 8% of 1 2 -
t o  13 -year-olds had tried marij uana , 4 6% of 16- to 
17-year-olds and 64% of 18 - to 2 5-year-olds had 
experimented with this substance (Miller et al . ,  1983) . 
Milgram and Pandina ( 19 8 1 )  publ ished the results of 
a survey of a large sample of students ranging in age 
from 12 to 18 years , which estimate that 3 5% of this 
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population considered themselves to be current users of 
marijuana , and that approximately 10% reported a fairly 
regular use each of amphetamines , barbiturates , and 
hallucinogens . What these authors found especially 
disturbing was the high rate of students who reported 
using drugs during the school day . 
According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse 
study , Drugs and American High School Students , 
1975-19 8 3  cited by Currence ( 1984 ) , drug use among high 
school seniors is fairly common . 57% of the seniors 
surveyed reported having used marijuana ; 3 5% having used 
stimulants ; 9 3 %  having used alcohol ; and 7 1% having 
smoked cigarettes . 
Cohen emphasizes the fact that the drug problem in 
our society has 
spread rapidly in a downward fashion from adults to 
college and secondary school age students , and to 
elementary school children . Furthermore , 
elementary school children are constantly being 
exposed to the problem because of increased use of 
drugs by family members and peers ( 19 7 6 , p .  2 5 ) . 
Cohen ' s  research indicates that drug problems do exist 
at the elementary school level and indicates a need for 
prevention programs at the elementary level to aid in 
the solution of these problems . 
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As early as 197 4 , the findinqs of Lerner and Linder 
appeared to substantiate the extensive use of certain 
psychoactive druqs ( beer-wine products and inhalants ) by 
fourth qrade students . They stated that , "the need for 
initiatinq druq education at the kinderqarten or first 
qrade level is apparent" (p . 3 2 1 ) . 
Elementary children are concerned about druqs in 
the schools , as shown by the 1985  Weekly Reader National 
survey. The readership survey results were compiled 
from 9 0 , 000 randomly selected responses from students 
qrades two throuqh nine . 
Accordinq to students in qrades four throuqh six ,  
the problems that occur most often in school are 
•schoolwork or homework not completed" ( 3 4 t )  and 
"behavior that stops other kids from learninq" 
( 2 8 t ) . The behaviors that were least l ikely to be 
reported as happeninq often were "drinkinq alcohol 
in school " (6t) and •usinq druqs in school " ( 9 t ) . 
However ,  when asked which of these problems was 
"most serious , "  4 2 t  picked "usinq druqs in school" 
compared with the next hiqhest cateqory , 
" schoolwork or homework not completed" (12 t )  
( Borton , p .  21 ) 
57t of fourth qrade students think Druq and Alcohol 
Education should be tauqht in their qrade , with the 
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percentage giving that answer rising to 8 0% in 
grades 6 and to 8 7 %  in grades 7-9 ( Borton , p .  17) . 
Of the three maj or categories of abused substances , 
the use of the legal drug of tobacco is most discouraged 
by the publ ic for both adults and children al ike . The 
health hazards of smoking are well-documented and widely 
publicized (U . S .  Public Health Service , 1964 , 1979 , 
1981) . 
As a result of the 1964 report on smoking and 
health prepared by the Advisory Committee to the Surgeon 
General , health warnings first appeared on cigarette 
packages in 1965 . In 197 1 ,  restrictions on the tobacco 
industry continued with the ban of cigarette advertising 
on television . The Surgeon General's health warning , 
previously required only on cigarette packages , was in 
1975 also required in magaz ine and newspaper 
advertisements and on billboard advertisements . Smokers 
are now systematically separated from the rest of the 
public through non-smoking sections in public places and 
transportation (Howe , 198 4 ) . 
Schools are viewed as change-agents and teachers as 
role-models in discouraging adolescents from beginning 
to smoke . Smoking education programs have long been an 
accepted part of school health education programs 
beginning in elementary school and continuing through 
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secondary school (Hiqqins , Whitley , & Dunn , 1984 ; Howe , 
1984 ; Pederson , Stennett , & Lefcoe , 198 1 ) . 
Even with the emphasis placed on the hazards of 
smokinq and smokinq education , younq adults and children 
still experiment with ciqarettes and other tobacco 
products . In 198 3 , Pederson , Baskerville , and Lefcoe 
compared the prevalence of smokinq by sixth qrade 
students as reported on 1975 and 1978 surveys. It was 
found that the prevalence of smokers had l ittle 
discernible chanqe by year of study or by sex . Results 
separated by sex show that in 197 5 , a total of 4 0 . 3 t  of 
the females and 4 7 . 7 t of the males indicated that they 
were reCJUlar smokers , occasional smokers , ex-smokers , or 
experimental smokers , and that in 1978  these totals were 
38t for females and 3 9 . 6  for males . 
When considerinq sex differences of youthful 
smokers ,  Howe states , 
Decreasinq ciqarette sales and decreasinq rates of 
per capita ciqarette consumption could lead one to 
believe that the smokinq problem is decl ininq . 
These qeneral statistics , however , are not 
sensitive to the smokinq behavior of smaller 
subqroups of the population . Similar statistics 
for teenaqe women show that more younqer women are 
smokinq at earlier aqes and at hiqher rates than 
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ever before ( 19 8 4 , p .  3 ) . 
In a more recent study of young smokers , Higgins , 
Whitley ,  and Dunn ( 1984)  surveyed 1 , 3 18 students from 
fifth grade through high school . 2 2 %  of the students 
indicated that they were a " current smoker" ,  defined by 
the study as , " someone who had smoked at least 100 
cigarettes and currently smokes at least one cigarette 
per week" (p . 18 6 ) . Percentages of current smokers by 
grade level were fifth grade , 7 . 9 % ;  s ixth , 9 . 6% ;  
seventh , 11 . 6% ;  eighth , 10 . 3 % ;  ninth , 17 . 5% ;  tenth , 
16.8%; eleventh , 12 . 7 % ;  and twelfth ,  12 . 3 % .  The 
percentage of use of cigarettes for elementary children , 
grades five and six ,  were higher than figures for the 
use of the substances of alcohol or drugs heretofore 
reported by this researcher . 
Research , herein presented , substantiates the 
existence of the serious problem of use and abuse of the 
substances of alcohol , drugs , and tobacco by America ' s  
youth for the past twenty years . " Beginning about 1980, 
there was an important turnaround in young people ' s  
attitudes about abusable substances after nearly two 
decades of increases in use" (Johnston , 1985 , p .  2 ) . 
Fisher ( 19 8 4 ) documents this decl ine in a comparison o f  
1 9 8 0  and 19 8 3  research . These findings demonstrate an 
appreciable three-year decline in student use of 
marij uana and a significant decrease in the portion of 
students reportinq recent alcohol use . 
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The most recent study available i s  the 11th 
nationwide survey of high school seniors sponsored by 
the National Institute on Drug Abuse . This study showed 
that the five-year decl ine in druq use amonq America ' s  
high school students had stopped in 19 8 5 . This annual 
study of 16 , 0 0 0  students , comprisinq a representative 
national sampl.e , showed that use of marij uana is no 
longer declininq as it had been since 1979 , nor is the 
use of such druqs as tranquil izers , barbiturates ,  
alcohol , and ciqarettes . In fact , use of the druqs of 
cocaine , PCP , and opiates other than heroin showed an 
increase in 1985 . overall ,  61t of the class of 1985 
admitted tryinq an illicit druq at some time in their 
lives , with 4 0t usinq an illicit druq other than 
marij uana . Active use in the month prior to the survey 
indicated a 3 0t use , with hal f  of the reported uses 
marij uana only and the other half an ill icit druq other 
than marij uana . Reporting the use of legal drugs , 5t of 
the hiqh school seniors reported daily use of alcohol , 
and 45t of the males and 2 8 t  of the females reported 
heavy drinking at least once in the prior two weeks . 
20t of the seniors ware daily smokers ( Bachman , Johnson , 
O ' Malley ,  1985) . Johnson ( 19 8 5 )  concluded : 
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We do not want to understate the substantial 
improvement which has been made . However , the 
rates of illicit druq use which exist amonq 
American younq people today are still troublesomely 
hiqh and certainly remain hiqher than in any other 
industrialized nation in the world . Add to that 
the fact that the use of one of the most 
dependance-producinq substances known to 
man--cocaine--is once aqain increasinq and you have 
qrounds for real concern (p . 2 ) . 
Clearly the lesson to be drawn from these f indinqs 
is that we cannot take the improvement of recent 
years for qranted . The reduction of druq use from 
its disturbinq hiqh levels is qoinq to take a 
sustained , lonq-term effort on the part of all 
sectors of society--parents , educators , the 
entertainment industry , professional athletes , 
qovernment leaders , and younq people themselves 
(p . 4 ) . 
Progralllllling for the Prevention of Substance Abuse 
" Educational problems exemplify the problems of an 
age , because education is the process by which one 
generation tries to embody its own value pattern in the 
lives of a younger one" ( Broudy cited in Bethell & 
Bellward , 1974 , p .  4 3 9 ) .  Substance abuse bas then 
become an educational problem ,  since society condemns 
the use of drugs , alcohol , and cigarettes by the youth 
of this country . 
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Schools are the commonly accepted setting for drug 
education for youth . Weishart supported schools as the 
appropriate social institution or setting for abuse 
programs . As social institutions , schools offer 
advantages for drug education : ( a )  access to youth on a 
large scale , (b)  the possibility for longitudinal 
interventions , ( c )  the economic feasibility ,  (d)  the 
opportunity for longitudinal exploratory research , ( e) 
personnel already trained in teaching techniques ,  and 
(f) a certain legitimacy that exists for any effort that 
is school-based ( 19 8 4 , p .  4 73-47 4 ) .  
Weishart , Hopkins , Kearney , and Maus conducted 
research to examine the appropriateness of the school as 
a setting for prevention efforts and to consider the 
critics who would arque that the youth most l ikely to 
exhibit problem behaviors are those alienated youth who 
would , because of a negative association , be least 
likely to be influenced by a school-based program . 
These researchers found that "while drinking students 
may not be receptive to much of what goes on in school , 
they do not necessarily • tune out • school-based alcohol 
education" ( 19 8 4 , p .  33). The study also stated two 
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other relevant implications for school-based programs . 
First , it was concluded that the attitude toward or 
popularity of alcohol education was unrelated to gains 
in knowledge resulting from exposure to curriculum . 
Secondly , it was inferred from the results that it is 
imperative to program success that the content is 
salient to the target population . " Sal iency may prove 
to be an effective antidote for alienation" ( p . 3 3 ) . 
strategies for Controlling Adolescent Drug Use 
noted that of the three main drug control measures , 
enforcement , treatment , and prevention , prevention 
offers the most promise . After 15 months of research , 
the authors also concluded that the anti-drug efforts of 
the federal government may be misdirected ( 7 0% to law 
enforcement) and suggests that a readjustment of federal 
spending provide more funding for prevention programs . 
Because reducing the supply of drugs is difficult and 
expensive , it is recommended that a preventative 
approach in the schools be aimed at reducing demand . 
Further , it was concluded that " although drug education 
has earned a rather disappointing reputation in the 
past , recent innovative approaches offer greater hope 
for reducing drug use among young people" ( Pol ich ,  
Ell ickson , Reuter ,  & Kahlan , 1984 , p .  10 ) . 
Program Strategies and Effectiveness Research 
The past has evidenced shifts in emphasis and 
strategies for drug education . Moskowitz stated that , 
in history , the first drug education efforts " largely 
consisted of didactic instruction about psychoactive 
drugs and their use" ( 198 3 , p .  5 ) . 
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Two maj or educational approaches to drug education 
were then used in the 1960 ' s  and early 1970 ' s  ( Benard , 
1985; Kearney & Hines , 198 0 ; Thompson , Daughtery , & 
Carver , 1984 ) .  The first approach was to provide 
factual , pharmacological information . Researchers have 
found that many students taught extensive , factual 
information later used more ill icit drugs than did 
students not taught all those facts ( Larimer , Tucker , & 
Brown , 1970) . In addition to providing information , 
educators widely used scare tactics which " resulted in 
mistrust, cynicism ,  and an increased desire by some to 
experiment with drugs" ( Kearney & Hines , 198 0 , p .  12 7) . 
Research on the effectiveness of alcohol and drug 
education during this period indicates significant 
knowledge change and moderate attitude change , but 
minimal impact on behavior ( Thompson , Daughtery , & 
carver , 1984 ) . A 197 3  review of eight such programs 
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found almost no impartial evidence as to these programs ' 
effectiveness . (Braucht , Follingstad , Brakarsh , & Berry, 
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1973 ) . A 1975 review by Kinder of 18 studies concluded 
that these educational proqrams were qenerally found to 
be of l ittle effectiveness in inducinq attitude chanqes .  
Even more disturbinq were the studies that have shown an 
increase in druq or alcohol use f ollowinq certain 
educational proqrams ( Bard , 1975 ; Goldstein , 1972 ; Kalb , 
1975 ; Linder , Lerner , & Drolet , 197 3 ) . 
In 1977 , the National Institute on Druq Abuse 
denounced the former education atrateqies utilized in 
druq education throuqh ita cabinet committee and stated: 
One of the lessons learned in druq education was 
that even the best factual information distributed 
widely , and without reqard for the level of 
psycholoqical and social development or for the 
deqree of risk to which an individual or qroup was 
exposed , often reinforced what was emerqinq as a 
major reason for exparimantinq with druqs 
curiosity (p . xxi ) . 
As a result , in the middle 197 01s , a second 
approach to school-based prevention proqrams emerqed 
which beqan to emphasize psycholoqical and social 
factors that influence human behavior . Proqrams beqan 
to focus on the person rather than the druq and to focus 
on affective strateqies such as sel f-esteem , 
communication , decision-makinq , values clarification , 
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and problem-solvinq . A qradual ,  but certain shift away 
from druq specific information occurred to the extent 
that druq education curricula often omitted or avoided 
addressinq marij uana , alcohol , or other druqs ( Benard , 
1985 1 Goodstadt , 197 5 ) . 
Research studies then beqan to indicate that the 
totally affective approaches also did not lower 
substance use amonq youth ( Benard , 198 5 ) . In 19 7 8 , a 
review of 127  proqrams , conducted by the National 
Institute on Druq Abuse , found that the proqrams 
demonstrated only sl iqht effectiveness in influencinq 
attitude and behavior chanqe ( Schaps , DiBartolo ,  Palley , 
& Churqin) . S imilarly , a 1979 review of eiqht proqrams 
funded by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism concluded that while several of the proj ects 
demonstrated attitude chanqe , none clearly demonstrated 
a link between knowledqe or attitude chanqe and 
subsequent drinking behavior ( Staulcup , Kenward , & 
Friqo , 197 9 ) . 
Pol ich , Ellickson , Reuter , and Kahlan concluded 
that 198 0  evaluations of more than 100 druq education 
proqrams reported that "by far the larqest number of 
studies have found no effects of drug education upon 
use" ( 19 8 4 , p .  12 ) . This study found that those 
programs which have failed mostly provided information 
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about the health risks o f  using drugs . Those programs 
considered success ful also 8lllphaaized the social 
influences and pressures to use drugs and teach the 
students the needed skills to deal with these pressures . 
Consequently , in 'the late 197 0 ' s  and early 198 01s 
more sophisticated curricula were developed which 
included both cognitive and affective components .  
Dicicco ( 19 8 4 ) noted that , although no longitudinal data 
are yet available ,  prel iminary results of these programs 
are similarly not finding significantly lower levels of 
substance abuse . In contrast , Schapa , Churgin , Pally , 
Takata , and Cohen ( 19 8 0 )  have the opinion that the 
evaluation results for this " new generation" of alcohol 
and drug education strategies have bean more favorable . 
Brandt further contended that , in the late 197 0 ' s ,  
as far more focused programming emerged and evaluation 
capabilities improved , a l imited number of well-designed 
evaluations of high-intensity programs showed 
consistent , if not always statistically significant , 
positive outcomes . Brandt concluded : 
While it is possible at this point to tentatively 
conclude that prevention programs can be affective , 
the strength and specificity of the findings to 
date are still inadequate for pol icy makers and 
program developers to rely upon when charting 
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qeneral directions and desiqninq specific 
approaches . This is , to some extent , a function of 
the fact that prevention outcome evaluation is , and 
will continua to be , extremely difficult ( 19 8 1 ,  
p .  i ) . 
This is not to say we are entirely in the dark with 
respect to prevention outcomes , or that prevention 
proqrams have remained static in the face of 
evaluation findinqs , however l imited they may be . 
Quite the contrary . Prevention proqramminq has 
chanqed dramatically over the past fifteen years at 
the federal , state and local levels , and , to a 
larqa extent , this can be directly attributed to 
data acquired throuqh evaluation research ( p . 3 ) . 
Characteristic Program Weaknesses 
A search of the literature and research indicated 
characteristic weaknesses in existinq prevention 
proqrams which make evaluation difficult or which have 
contributed to the disappointinq outcomes of prevention 
proqrams . 
The weakness most often claimed for prevention 
proqrams was that these proqrams set unreal istic 
purposes and qoals . Thompson , Dauqhterty , and Carter 
indicated that nonspecific prevention as a purpose of 
alcohol education is too broad and unrealistic , 
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especially if i t  is meant to imply eradication , which 
could only be accomplished through complete elimination 
of alcohol and illegal drugs from society . " In such a 
view,  alcohol education is attributed to a larger role 
than it can logically carry . Choices people make are 
influenced by a myriad of factors over which the school 
system has l imited or no control--family , rel igion , 
emotional health , society customs , media , laws , etc . " 
( 1984 , p .  79). Barnes similarly concludes that 
alcohol/drug education "cannot hope to overcome the 
influence of other powerful social ization agents such as 
the family , peer group , and mass media" ( 19 8 4 , p .  14 4 ) . 
The unrealistic expectations for schools are 
closely associated with a second weakness in prevention 
programming , the lack of a sound theory base for the 
prevention field ( Benard , 1985 ) . Barnes suggested that , 
while agreeing with the lack of appropriate program 
goals , the fundamental problem is the absence of a 
theoretical perspective . Barnes recommends the adoption 
of the social ization theory which recognizes substance 
use among youth as a " learned , social behavior , which is 
part of the adolescent social ization process ,  
anticipatory of the transition from childhood to adult 
status" ( 19 8 4 , p .  13 7 ) . 
A s imilar weakness was discussed by Eck ( 19 8 2 ) who 
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suggested that the lack o f  a national philosophy or 
pol icy for alcohol education had caused the ineffectual 
nature of most prevention programs . Eck felt that there 
were too many variations or schools of thought as to 
what alcohol education is or should be . He cited Wyatt 
( 197 2 ) and Blane ( 19 7 4 ) as identifying at least four 
approaches to alcohol education , none mutually exclusive 
and all being actively used today . The four approaches 
specified were : 
1 .  The temperance approach consists of imparting 
information about the nature of alcohol and its 
physical , mental , and social effects and the 
desirabil ity of enj oying the fullness of life 
without alcohol ' s  deceptive influences . 
2 .  The obj ective facts approach aims at the 
provision of factual information , without j udgment , 
about the nature of alcohol and its physical , 
mental and social effects . 
3 .  The responsible drinking approach provides 
information about the nature of alcohol , and its 
physical , mental ,  and social effects , emphasiz ing 
the benefits as well as the disadvantages of 
alcohol . Since most students drink or will drink , 
they should be helped to learn how to drink 
responsibly . 
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4 .  The value clarification approach aims t o  reduce 
the misuse of alcoholic beverages by helping 
students to develop coping behaviors which are not 
sel f-destructive . Although information about the 
nature of alcohol and its effects should be 
provided , this approach emphasizes the student ' s  
feelings , needs and experiences . 
Eck adds a 5th approach , 
5 .  Expedient exhortation in which specific effort 
is made in a single session , usually in large 
assemblies , to satisfy legislative requirements 
about alcohol instruction (p . 2 4 ) . 
Another weakness contributing to the lack of 
favorable outcomes for school prevention programs is 
that most programs are too l imited in time and scope . 
Benard stated that prevention programs " lacked 
intensity" ( 19 8 5 , p .  2 ) . Intensive efforts over a 
longer period of time should produce more rapid social 
change . According to Weisheit , it is unreal istic to 
expect that " a  few hours of classroom instruction will 
supercede a l ifetime of learning about alcohol from 
peers , parents , and the larqer community" ( 19 8 3 , p .  7 4 ) . 
Alcohol Resources :  Update indicated that since it is 
between the ages of six and ten that children develop 
attitudes toward alcohol and drinking , alcohol education 
needs to begin in elementary schools , perhaps as early 
as the first grade , and continue through senior high 
(National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism ,  
198 5 ) . 
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A final weakness indicated in the search o f  
literature is the lack of adequate teacher training for 
the teaching of substance abuse . While emphasis has 
been on the development of drug education programs for 
students , l ittle emphasis has been placed on the 
problems of teaching teachers about drug education . " I f  
drug education programs in elementary and secondary 
schools are to achieve any degree of success , the 
teachers involved in such programs must receive 
extensive undergraduate ( or graduate) preparation in a 
wide variety of disciplines related to drug education" 
(Hochhauser , 19 8 0 , p .  62 ) . Aubrey ( 19 7 1 )  questioned the 
ability of the average elementary or secondary teacher 
to adequately teach drug education . Some of the 
failures in previous drug education programs may have 
been due not to program design weakness , but in the 
inability of the teacher to effectively implement such a 
program given the level of teacher training received in 
this area . "Effectiveness of any drug education program 
must have its beginning with those who are responsible 
to teach drug education and the special ized training 
they will have hopefully received" ( Crippen , 1984 , 
p .  7 8 ) . 
Prevention Program Models 
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In summary , four models or educational approaches 
can be identified for druq prevention proqrams : ( a )  the 
information model , (b )  the affective education model , 
(c)  the alternatives modal , and (d)  the social 
competencies model . Past and currant prevention 
proqrams have used one or any combination of these tour 
basic models . 
The main focus of the information model of druq 
education is to provide factual information about druqs , 
their effects and consequences . Information is 
general ly presented by the teacher in a didatic settinq 
where the emphasis is frequently on the consequences of 
heavy chemical use . The typical teachinq methods used 
are lecture , questions and answers , and displays of 
substances .  Law enforcement personnel , ex-addicts , 
science teachers , and pharmacoloqists have been commonly 
utilized as resource or expert speakers in the 
classroom . This approach has primarily been used in 
junior hiqh or secondary school classrooms ( Battj es , 
198 5 ) . 
The information modal is based on the theory that 
an increase in knowledqa will chanqe an individual ' s  
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attitudes .  The expectation is that a neqative attitude 
toward the substance use will lessen the chances of the 
behavior happeninq ( Polich ,  Ellickson , Reuter , & Kahlan , 
1984 ) . 
Existinq research has not clearly defined the 
interaction amonq knowledqe , attitudes , and behaviors . 
There is no clear support for the assumption by some 
educators that "they are intertwined and that chanqinq 
knowledqe would chanqe the others in domino fashion" 
(Thompson , Dauqharty , & carver , 198 4 , p .  7 9 ) . In fact , 
research has demonstrated that while it is relatively 
easy to increase druq knowledqa , it is more difficult to 
modify attitudes . A nwnber of studies have reported 
qreater chanqes in knowledqe than in attitude or have 
reported chanqes in knowledge unaccompanied by changes 
in attitude (Hanson , 1982 ) . 
The information model alone , while havinq the 
potential to be helpful , has not proven to be an 
efficient means of reducinq adolescent chemical use . 
Young people may know about the harmful consequences of 
substance use , have negative attitudes toward the 
behavior , and still choose to take the risks ( Polich ,  
Bllickson , Reuter , & Kahlan , 198 4 ) . 
The second educational approach , the affective 
education model , has as its focus an increase in 
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self-esteem and self-reliance , a decrease in al ienation , 
and a development of decision-makinq skills and/or 
interpersonal skills . This method usually includes 
minimal or no focus on druqs . The classroom methodoloqy 
most often used is lecture , discussion , qroup problem 
solvinq , and minimal role playinq . The instructors or 
facil itators of the affective approach have been 
classroom teachers as well as prevention special ists and 
mental health professionals .  The affective approach has 
been popular at all education levels ,  includinq 
elementary schools ( Battj es , 198 5 ) . 
In the context of druq education , the affective 
education model is based upon the theory that improvinq 
the personal qrowth of the individual will result in 
that individual beinq less likely to abuse substances .  
The affective model makes the assumption that the child 
uses substances because of a lack of sel f-esteem or of 
adequate decision-makinq skills , thus the emphasis on 
the development of self-esteem and personal worth 
( Polich ,  Ellickson , Reuter ,  & Kahlan , 1984 ) . 
Maj or problems with the affective model are often 
centered around the teacher , who is often uncomfortable 
with the more ambiquous situation of teachinq values , 
symbols , emotions , and social rather than school 
learninq . The affective education model is also 
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difficult to implement uniformly in the classroom . Even 
lteachers who were trained in effective classroom 
manaqement rarely appl ied skills in teachinq self-esteem 
and problem-solvinq in the classroom ( Schaps , Moskowitz ,  
Condon , & Malvin , 198 3 ) . 
The qoal of affective education is to affect the 
central sel f-concept of a child . This is a monumental 
task when the child ' s  concept of self is a result of the 
child ' s  entire life . I f  the expectation is that a 
short-term proqram will raise a child ' s  self-concept , 
when the rest of the child ' s  day is counteractinq that 
qoal , then that expectation may be unreal istic . While 
proqrams which sinqularly emphasize the personal qrowth 
of the students throuqh the affective may be a healthy 
thinq to do , they may not deter adolescent substance 
abuse ( Pol ich ,  Ell ickson , Reuter , & Kahlan , 198 4 ) . 
The information model and affective model have both 
been discussed previously in this chapter as they 
related to past school-based prevention proqrams . It 
was earlier indicated that each approach , used in 
isolation , has not been proven successful in reducinq 
druq use . 
The alternatives model is the third approach used 
in primary prevention proqrams . The focus of this model 
is to reduce al ienation , increase self-esteem , and/or 
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reduce boredom . This proqram strategy , similar to the 
affective education strategy , usually includes minimal 
or no focus on druqs . The typical methods utilized 
include participation in community improvement proj ects , 
vocational traininq , tutorinq , or recreational 
activities usually identified as chemical-free and 
directed by the youth . The alternatives approach is 
usually directed by prevention specialists in secondary 
schools or in the community ( Battj es , 198 5 ) . 
The alternatives model is based on the premise that 
adolescent chemical use beqins as a result of internal 
and external f actora and has as a qoal to provide 
alternative chemical-free social and paycholoqical 
alternatives . An important part of the alternatives 
approach includes underatandinq what makes chemical use , 
specifically , and intoxication , in qeneral , attractive . 
The chemical-free alternatives are then tailored to be 
more appeal inq ( Blizard & Teaque , 198 1 ) . 
There is l ittle evidence that the alternatives 
model is effective . A 198 1 study found that seven of 
the twelve alternatives models investiqated showed no 
impact . Thia alternative , youth-directed , activities 
approach has become increasinqly popular in hiqh schools 
throuqhout the country ( Schapa , DiVartolo , Moskowitz , 
Palley ,  & Churqin) . 
The final model for prevention , the social 
competencies model , has as a basic goal to teach young 
people social competency skills so that the child will  
resist the environmental factors of peer pressure and 
the use and abuse of substances .  
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Battj es ( 19 8 5 )  identified this prevention model as 
two separate approaches : ( a )  the social pressures 
approach that has as its focus to develop abilities to 
recognize social pressures to use drugs , to develop 
skills in resisting pressures , and to identify the 
immediate social and physical consequences of drug use , 
and (b)  the social skills approach which combines 
affective education and social pressures approaches .  
No matter which nomenclature is attached to this 
model , the typical methodology used in the classroom is 
discussion , behavior model ing ,  role playing , extended 
practice , and public commitment not to use substances . 
The typical instructors or facilitators are identified 
as classroom teachers , prevention specialists , and/or 
same-age or sl ightly older peers . The social 
competencies model is primarily utilized in upper 
elementary grades and j unior and senior high school . 
Peer pressure is seen by Newman as " one of the most 
potent forces in the lives of adolescents and one of the 
principal factors in the development of many adolescent 
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health problems" ( 19 8 4 , p.  14 6 ) . To cope with this and 
other pressures , students should be taught primary 
social skills or competencies such as assertiveness , 
ability to say no and disagree , ability to express 
opinions , and ability to make decisions ( Pentz , 198 0 ) . 
There is evidence supporting the success of the 
social competencies model , particularly in the case of 
smoking prevention programs . Programs which have 
combined the informational model and the social 
competencies model have found positive effects on 
smoking (Johnson , 198 0 1 Newman , 1984 ) . Newman advocated 
the social competencies model and viewed "the prevention 
of drug abuse as depending on the social ization of 
children and adolescents into the basic social 
competencies that allow them to cope with life 
situations involving other people and their own inner 
experiences" ( p .  9 ) . 
Likewise , Battj es ( 19 8 5 )  cited 13 current research 
studies in which the findings showed lower student 
smoking rates after prevention programs based on the 
social pressures and/or social skills model . cited were 
the evaluation efforts of McAl ister , Perry , and Maccoby , 
1979 1 Perry , Killen , Telch , Slinkard , Danaher , 198 0 1 
Hurd , et al , 198 0 1 Botvin and Eng , 198 0 , 1982 1 Botvin , 
Eng , and Will iams , 198 0 1 Evans , et al , 198 1 1  Arkin , 
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Roemhild , Johnson , Luepker , and Murray , 19 8 1 ; Botvin , 
Renick , and Baker , 198 3 ; Schinke and Gilchrist , 19 8 3 ; 
Gilchrist and Schinke , 198 3 ; Botvin , Baker , Renick, 
Filazzola , and Botvin , 1984 ; and Murray , Johnson , 
Luepker , and Mittelmark , 1984 . All of the smokinq 
prevention proqrams in these research studies had 
students in qrades six throuqh ten as subj ects . Battj es 
states , 
While considerable evidence supports the 
effectiveness of these approaches ( school-based 
social pressures and social skills)  in preventinq 
smokinq durinq early adolescence , further research 
is needed to confirm their effectiveness in 
preventinq alcohol and other druq abuse ,  to clarify 
with whom these approaches are effective , and to 
maximize their effectiveness . Additional research 
is also needed to identify other effective 
prevention approaches , both within and outside 
school settinqs (p . 113 2 ) . 
Uniqueness of the Study 
This study is unique in that it concentrated its 
inquiry into the effectiveness of the substance abuse 
prevention proqram in Mattoon Community Unit School 
Distri9t Number Two , Mattoon , Illinois . The Primary 
Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram has been in use 
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since the 19 8 2 - 8 3  school year , but a proqram evaluation 
has not previously been attempted . 
Chapter 3 
Design of the Study 
General Design of the Study 
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The purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Program in grades kindergarten through six in 
Mattoon Community Unit School District Number Two , 
Mattoon , Illinois . The study was l imited to third and 
fourth grade students and teachers in one building as a 
representative sample due to the manageability of the 
study and in order to retain the prevention program 
design . In order to accomplish this purpose the study 
utilized the Purpose--Input--Process-­
outcome--Decision Model for evaluation ( Bartz , 198 4 ) . 
To specify the input , the study provides a 
description of the prevention program , the goals of the 
program , and the specific obj ectives taught at 
appropriate grade levels .  These were determined by an 
examination of program materials and resources provided 
by school district personnel . The researcher has also 
used personal knowledge acquired from being a member of 
the school district committee which developed the 
prevention program and from having the administrative 
responsibil ity for the program for four years . 
In order to provide a val id evaluation , the process 
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utilized i n  teachinq the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Program to the third and fourth graders involved 
in the study was also established . After reviewinq the 
proqram resources ( input) the researcher developed a 
questionnaire to be completed by the four teachers in 
the evaluation . These questionnaires were returned to 
the researcher at the end of the evaluation study . The 
purpose of this questionnaire , as well as follow-up 
interviews , was to obtain information concerninq the 
del ivery system processes employed by these teachers in 
teachinq the program in the test situation . Teachers 
furnished information concerning teaching methods , 
student learninq activities , and instructional resources 
and materials that they provided for their students . 
The teachers also indicated the amount of emphasis the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program received 
in the total program at their grade level by indicating 
the total time spent for instruction of the prevention 
program . 
It was the intent of the researcher to have the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program taught as 
similarly as possible to previous years , with no 
specific delivery or process chanqes beinq made by the 
teachers because of the program evaluation . This intent 
was verbally communicated to participating teachers at 
an inservice meeting held prior to initiating the 
evaluation . Also communicated at this time were the 
purpose and procedures of the study . 
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The Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program , 
as it currently exists , has no written evaluation 
instruments to measure the accomplishment of proqram 
obj ectives . It has been the responsibil ity of each 
classroom teacher to adequately measure students • 
achievements .  Paramount to this study was the 
development and administration of instruments to measure 
the outcome of this program, that is , to determine if 
the stated program obj ectives were achieved . 
The outcome hypothesis tested by this study was : 
after being taught the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse curriculum at their grade level , students would 
(a)  increase their knowledge of factual information 
concerning the use and abuse of specific substances , 
(b) have a more positive sel f-image , and ( c )  display an 
appropriate , socially-acceptable attitude toward 
substances , their use and abuse . 
Two evaluation instruments were administered to 
students as pretests and posttests . One instrument , a 
cognitive measure , measured acquired knowledge about the 
use and abuse of the substances specified in the grade 
level obj ectives . The second instrument , an affective 
measure , measured self-imaqe and socially-accepted 
attitudes concerninq the use and abuse of these 
substances . The test results were then compared to 
determine proqram outcomes . 
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After an analysis of the outcome results , decisions 
concerninq the effectiveness of the Primary Prevention 
of Substance Abuse Proqram were formulated . These 
decisions and resultinq recommendations for proqram 
modifications are discussed in Chapter 4 .  
The measurement of specific proqram obj ectives 
concerned with chanqe in participant values , attitudes , 
and knowledqe is identified as outcome evaluation 
(National Institute of Druq Abuse , 198 1 ) . The 
evaluation model employed in this study is measurinq 
proqram outcomes , which is the primary purpose of the 
study . A secondary measure of proqram effectiveness is 
a process evaluation determined by perceptions of school 
district personnel . All district third and fourth qrade 
teachers were asked to complete a 15-item survey for the 
purpose of assessinq the dynamics and operational 
characteristics of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Proqram. 
In the student testinq , the dependent variables 
were the responses to the pretest and posttest questions 
used as indicators of knowledqe , self-imaqe , and 
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attitudes .  The independent variables were all aspects 
of the teachinq of the substance abuse materials done by 
each teacher between pretest and posttest . The 
independent variables were not manipulated in the study 
as teachers were directed to teach the unit as had been 
done in past years . There were , however , interveninq 
variables in this aspect of the study , such as the 
composition of the classes , teachinq styles and 
activities used by individual instructors , and the 
teachinq time allocated to teachinq the unit . 
In the teacher survey aspect of the study , the 
independent variables were survey statements , and the 
dependent variables were the responses to each statement 
which reflected the teacher ' s  perceptions of the 
prevention proqram. The independent variables in this 
aspect of the study were not manipulated . 
Sample and Population 
The student population identified for this 
evaluation study was students enrolled in qrades three 
and four at Lincoln School in Mattoon , Illinois . Third 
and fourth qraders were chosen to be tested because the 
students are mid-way throuqh the total kinderqarten to 
sixth qrade prevention proqram . Lincoln School was 
chosen because it was suqqested by Mattoon School 
District leadership and because the researcher was 
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principal in that building . 
The 3 5  third graders and 4 5  fourth graders ware 
divided into two sections at each grade level , for a 
total of 8 0  students and four teachers involved in the 
study . The third grade consisted of 2 1  boys and 14 
girls and the fourth grade , 19 boys and 26 girls . 
Although a random sampl ing was not employed in the 
selection of the population , it is felt that the school , 
students ,  and teachers comprising this sample are 
representative of other elementary schools ,  students , 
and teachers in Mattoon . 
S ince third and fourth grade students are being 
considered representative in this evaluation , the 
teacher survey was distributed to all third and fourth 
grade teachers in the Mattoon schools .  It was felt that 
their perceptions and opinions of the prevention program 
would be s imilar to those of other grade level teachers . 
Data Collection and Instrumentation 
The data for this study ware collected by utiliz ing 
five instruments . At each of the two qrade levels ,  two 
tests ware administered to students as a pretest and a 
posttest . Ona instrument measured the acquired 
knowledge and the second instrument measured sel f-image 
and socially-acceptable attitudes concerning the use and 
abuse of substances . The four instruments were 
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constructed by the researcher . An attempt was made to 
make the tests similar in form to teacher-made tests to 
which students are accustomed and which are currently 
used by some classroom teachers to measure students • 
achievement . 
The cognitive test of acquired knowledqe was 
constructed after a review of proqram materials and 
obj ectives . Questions were primarily based on 
information in Facing the Facts : Drugs , Alcohol , and 
Tobacco written by J .  Keogh Rash and published by Globe 
Book Company , Inc . This publication is included in each 
teacher ' s  curriculum packet . 
Each test of factual information had questions 
pertaininq to all proqram obj ectives for the specific 
qrade level and included multiple-choice and matchinq 
questions . The third qrade test had 4 9  items and the 
fourth qrade test had 58  items . The third and fourth 
qrade coqnitive instruments are presented as Appendixes 
A and B .  
Two instruments were developed by the researcher to 
measure the affective areas of self-imaqe and attitude . 
In each test , the first 7 2  identical items were 
desiqnated to measure self-imaqe and the final ten items 
were desiqned by the researcher to measure attitudes 
toward tobacco on the third qrade test and toward 
alcohol on the fourth grade test . The first 59  test 
items specifying self-image were selected from the 
Cal ifornia Test of Personal ity , Primary Form AA 
published by CTB/McGraw-Hill . The remaining 13 items 
were selected from an unpublished inventory received 
from psychologists of Eastern Illinois Area Special 
Education Cooperative . 
All responses on the affective test followed the 
format of the California Test of Personal ity with 
students responding "yes" or "no "  to statements . The 
third grade affective instrument is referenced in 
Appendix c and the fourth grade , in Appendix D .  
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Student evaluation instruments were administered in 
a standardized manner in each of the classrooms . 
Standards of administration were agreed upon by the 
participating teachers prior to initiation of the study . 
Data reflecting perceptions of classroom teachers 
were collected by a 15-item survey constructed by the 
researcher and utiliz ing a Likert Scale . Items for this 
criterion measure were determined after discussions with 
school district leadership . The survey is presented in 
Appendix E .  
Data Analysis 
The outcome data obtained from student pre- and 
post-measures have been analyzed using a t test . The 
dependent t test was utilized to test the val idity of 
the stated hypothesis and the evaluation of program 
outcomes . 
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The outcome data obtained from the teacher survey 
have been analyzed using descriptive statistics such as 
percentages and frequency counts . The results of the 
other aspects of the model--purpose , input , and 
process--are reported in descriptive terms . 
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Chapter 4 
Results , Conclusions , and Recommendations 
The format of this chapter will follow the research 
model utilized in this evaluation study . The results 
will be reported and conclusions and recommendations 
determined followinq the Purpose--Input--Process-­
outcome--Decision Model for evaluation ( Bartz , 198 4 ) . 
Purpose 
The purpose of the study was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Proqram in qrades kinderqarten throuqh six in 
Mattoon Community Unit School District Number Two , 
Mattoon , Illinois . The hypothesis tested by the study 
was : after beinq tauqht the Primary Prevention of 
Substance Abuse curriculum at their qrade level , 
students would ( a )  increase their knowledqe of factual 
information concerninq the use and abuse of specific 
substances ,  (b )  have a more positive sel f-imaqe , and 
(c) display an appropriate , socially-acceptable attitude 
toward substances , their use and abuse . 
Input 
The input is specified by a description of the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram, the qoals 
of the proqram, and the specific obj ectives tauqht at 
the qrade levels included in the evaluation . 
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General Design of the Primary Prevention Program 
During the 198 1-8 2 school year the Primary 
Prevention of Substance Abuse Program was developed in 
Mattoon Community Unit School District Number Two . The 
program, initiated by the Superintendent of Schools and 
the Mattoon Board of Education , was developed by a 
committee of unit teachers , administrators , and support 
personnel .  Advising the committee in the program 
development were students , parents , and Illinois State 
Board of Education personnel . 
The principal goal of the committee was to develop 
a clear , concise curriculum for the prevention of 
substance abuse to become an integral part of the 
existing curriculum in grades kindergarten through 
eight . The curriculum was designed around program 
goals ,  with specific obj ectives assigned to each grade 
level with which to accomplish these goals . 
Teaching packets were developed for grades 
kindergarten through six by teacher-representatives from 
each grade level . The packets included a curriculum 
quide with goals and obj ectives , teaching suggestions , 
and instructional materials and resources for both the 
teacher and the students . It is the responsibil ity of 
each classroom teacher to determine in what subj ect and 
at what time during the school year the Primary 
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Prevention o f  Substance Abuse material• are most 
appropriately taught . 
The goals and obj ectives of the Primary Prevention 
of Substance Abuse Program are taught at Mattoon Junior 
High School to seventh and eight graders in health 
classes . The maj or resource is the textbook, Health , 
published by Silver Burdett Publishing Company . The 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse committee 
supplemented the health textbook with additional 
teaching suggestions , resources , and activities . 
The Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program 
was first taught by Mattoon teachers durinq the 1982-83  
school year and continues to ba taught each school year 
thereafter . The effectiveness of this program , however , 
had not been evaluated . A need existed in Mattoon 
' 
Community Unit School District Number Two for this 
evaluation , especially the teacher-made portion of the 
program , grades kindergarten through six .  
Goals of the Primary Prevention Program 
The lonq-range goals of the Primary Prevention of 
Substance Abuse Program are as follows : 
1 .  To have a clear concise curriculwn for substance 
abuse to become an integral part of the teachinq 
methodology . This curriculwn will emphasize 
instruction in grades K-8 and dacision-makinq 
skills and activities in qrades K-12 . 
2 .  To develop and expand each child ' s  self-esteem 
and self-imaqe throuqh this curriculum so that 
the child can make responsible personal 
decisions concerninq substance use . 
3 .  To supply each student K-8 with material to 
provide factual information about the use and 
abuse of substances . 
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4 .  To help each child create a positive sel f-imaqe . 
5 .  To provide our children with a basic foundation 
for appropriate , socially-acceptable attitudes 
toward substances , their use and abuse . 
6 .  To present alternatives to substance abuse to 
our children . 
7 .  To qive each child skills necessary for 
problem-solvinq . 
Program Obj ectives for Grades Three and Four 
As earlier stated , supportinq obj ectives for 
classroom instruction are specified for each qrade 
level . This study has been l imited to third and fourth 
qrade students as a representative sample . The 
obj ectives for qrades three and four follow :  
Grade 3 
l .  To review information covered in qrade l 
concerninq medicine , and qrade 2 concerninq mood 
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alterinq substances and advertisinq . 
2 .  To teach an introduction to tobacco to include : 
a .  Reasons for use 
b .  Methods of use ( different forms ) 
c .  Effects of use 
d .  Leqal ramifications 
3 .  To develop and expand each child ' s  positive 
self-imaqe and attitude so that the child can 
make a responsible personal decision concerninq 
tobacco use . 
Grade 4 
1 .  To review concepts tauqht in previous qrades , 
particularly Grade 3 concerninq tobacco . 
2 .  To teach an introduction of alcohol to include : 
a .  Definition as a druq 
b .  Reasons for use 
c .  Effects of use 
d .  Leqal ramifications 
3 .  To develop and expand each child ' s  positive 
sel f-imaqe and attitude so that the child can 
make a responsible personal decision reqardinq 
alcohol use . 
This study was desiqned to specifically address the 
above obj ectives and the proqram qoals pertaininq to 
( a )  acquisition of factual information , (b)  self-imaqe , 
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( c )  socially-accepted attitudes . 
Process 
The process used in teaching the Primary Prevention 
of Substance Abuse Program to the third and fourth grade 
students involved in the study was determined by the 
teacher responses to specific questions . The responses 
to four questions were solicited by a questionnaire and 
in an interview . The questionnaire was submitted and 
interview conducted after the teacher completed 
participation in the study so as to reflect the process 
as accurately as possible . 
The process results are reported for each of the 
four research questions along with discussion of the 
results . The four process questions are : 
1 .  What teaching methods were used in teaching the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program? 
2 .  What student learning activities were used in 
teaching the substance abuse program? 
3 .  What instructional materials or resources were used 
in teaching the substance abuse program? 
4 .  How much total time was spent in instruction of the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program? 
Question 1--What teaching methods were used in teaching 
the Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program? 
Table 1 presents the results of question 1 .  This 
analysis presents the teachinq methods reported to be 
used by teachers and indicates how many of the four 
teachers used this method . 
Table 1 
Teaching Methods Used in the Study 
Method 
Lecture 
Discussion 
Films 
Filmstrips 
Worksheets 
creative Writinq 
Art/Drawinq 
Role Play 
Readinq stories 
Quiz zes 
Interviews 
Play Games 
No . of Teachers 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Discussion of Table 1 .  As indicated by Table 1 ,  
the most common teachinq methods used by teachers in the 
study were lecture , discussion , and use of audio-visual 
media ( films and filmstrips ) .  Also used by more than 
one instructor were role play ,  worksheets , writinq , and 
art activities . Five other teachinq activities were 
specified by only one teacher . 
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An interpretation o f  Table 1 suqqests that , while 
there was a variety of teachinq methods or activites 
used by the teachers in the study , there were also 
several methods used by all or a maj ority of these 
teachers . 
Question 2 --What student learning activities were used 
in teacning the substance abuse unit? 
Table 2 indicates the results of question 2 .  This 
table demonstrates the student learninq activities 
reported by participatinq teachers and notes the 
prevalence of response . 
Table 2 
Student Learning Activities Used in the Study 
Activity 
Discussion 
Role Play 
Watched Filmstrips 
Watched . Films 
Art Work/Drawinq 
Writinq Stories 
Made Booklets/Posters 
Presented a Play 
Conducted Interviews 
Listeninq 
Askinq Questions 
Read Books 
No . of 
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Teachers 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
Discussion of Table 2 .  Results of Table 2 show 
that , while some variety exists in student activities , 
similarities exist in the use of discussion , role play ,  
writinq stories , artwork/drawinq , and use of films and 
filmstrips . A comparison of Table l and Table 2 shows 
that the teachers made no distinction or little 
distinction between teachinq methods and student 
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learninq activities . The maj ority of the items 
indicated by the teachers are identical on both tables . 
Even without such a distinction , the results of 
questions 1 and 2 provide a clear explanation of the 
teachinq/learninq process utilized in teachinq the 
primary prevention unit . 
Question 3 --What instructional materials or resources 
were used in teaching the substance abuse program? 
All four teachers specified the use of Facing the 
Facts : Drugs , Alcohol , and Tobacco by J .  Keoqh Rash . 
The questions on the student coqnitive evaluation 
instrument are based on this text . Therefore , all 
students were provided with appropriate standard 
information on which to be tested . The Rash text was 
the only instructional material or resource indicated by 
more than one teacher . Althouqh several other printed 
and visual materials were specified , no two identical 
resources were l isted . Unfortunately , on more than one 
occasion , the teachers l isted instructional materials in 
a vaque manner such as " filmstrip from EIU" or "three 
books from our l ibrary" . Therefore , l ikenesses in 
instructional resources or materials is inconclusive . 
Question 4--How much total time was spent in instruction 
of the Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program? 
The total time used in teachinq the proqram was 
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indicated by the four teachers a s  2 4 0  minutes , 2 7 0  
minutes , 3 60 minutes ,  and 3 6 0  minutes . Individual 
lessons were described between 2 0  and 3 0  minutes in 
length . This would indicate that the difference between 
four and six hours of total instruction could represent 
as many as six additional lessons in some classes . 
The design of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Program is such that the teacher chooses in what 
subj ects and at what time of the year to teach the 
program . The preceding description of the process used 
by teachers in this study would indicate that , while 
there are many similarities in teaching methods , student 
learning activities , instructional materials and 
resources ,  and allotted instructional time , individual 
teachers are utiliz inq differinq processes to accompl ish 
the proqram goals and obj ectives . 
Outcome 
The outcomes of the study are reported by each of 
the three types of student information evaluated : 
( a )  acquisition of knowledge , (b)  improvement of 
sel f-imaqe , and ( c )  display of appropriate , 
socially-acceptable attitudes . Tables summarize the 
results for each of the areas and are followed by 
interpretation and discussion of these results . 
The outcomes of the process evaluation indicate the 
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teacher perceptions of the Primary Prevention of  
Substance Abuse Proqram . These results are presented in 
table form , alonq with interpretation and discussion of 
the results . 
Evaluation of Factual Information 
Table 3 and Table 4 present the results of the 
pretests and posttests measurinq the access of coqnitive 
factual information concerninq the use and abuse of 
substances .  Each table summarizes the results accordinq 
to the individual class as well as the combined data for 
the qrade level . 
The data in Tables 3 and 4 are based on utiliz inq 
the dependent t test to compare the pretest and posttest 
results . The "N" ( number of items ) varies with the 
class and qrade level , and the deqree of freedom 
utilized was N-1 . The mean scores and percentaqes are 
also presented for both pretests and posttests as a 
further basis of comparison . 
Table 3 
Third Grade Pretest-Posttest Results for Cognitive Test of Knowledge 
Pretest a 
Group N Mean Percentage 
3A 2 0  2 7 . 7  56 . 5t 
3B 15 2 7 . 1  55 . Jt 
Total 3 5  2 7 . 4  55 . 9t 
aTotal possible • 49 itells 
*statistically significant , p < . 00 1  
Post test a 
Mean Percentage t-score 
3 4 . 5  7 0 . 4 t  7 . 112 
3 4 . 3  7 0 . 0t 5 . 9 3 2  
3 4 . 4  7 0 . 2t 9 . 2 57 
Significant* 
yes 
yes 
yes 
-...J 
C\ 
Table 4 
Fourth Grade Pretest-Posttest Results for Cognitive Test of Knowledge 
Group N 
4A 2 2  
4 B  2 3  
Total 4 5  
Pretest a 
Mean Percentaqe 
3 2 . 4  55 . 9% 
3 2 . 1  55 . 3 % 
3 2 . 2 5 55 . 6% 
aTotal possible = 58 items 
*statistically siqnificant , p < . 00 1  
Posttesta 
Mean Percentaqe 
4 5 . 5  78 . 4 % 
44 . 4  7 1 . 6% 
44 . 9  77 . 4 % 
t-score Siqnif icant* 
14 . 554 yes 
10 . 93 3  yes 
17 . 667 yes 
....., 
....., 
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Interpretation and Discussion for Table 3 and 
Table 4 .  As shown in Table 3 ,  the 3 5  sample third grade 
students correctly answered an average of 55 . 9 t of the 
49-item pretest . The mean score on the pretest for 
third grade students was 2 7 . 4 .  On the posttest , these 
same students correctly answered an average of 7 0 . 2 t  of 
the items , for a mean score of 3 4 . 4 .  A comparison of 
the pretest and posttest scores are statistically 
significant at the . 0 0 1  level of probability as measured 
by the dependent t test . 
Table 4 demonstrates that the 4 5  fourth grade 
students correctly answered an average of 5 5 . 6t of the 
58 items on the pretest , for a mean score of 3 2 . 2 5 .  On 
the posttest , these same students correctly answered an 
average of 7 7 . 4 t of the items to achieve a mean score of 
44 . 9 .  The scores obtained by fourth grade students are 
also statistically significant at the . 0 0 1  level of 
probabil ity . 
An examination of the individual classroom results 
indicates similar scores in the two sections of each 
grade level . A comparison of third grade results and 
fourth grade results indicates a sl ightly greater 
cognitive gain in the measured knowledge in the fourth 
grade classes than in the third grade classes ( 12 . 7  gain 
in the mean score as opposed to a 7 . 0  gain) . S ince 
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there are several possible intervening variables in the 
design of this study and the actual teaching of the 
substance abuse unit , the researcher will not attempt to 
account for this discrepancy . 
The measured outcomes for the acquisition of 
factual information suggest that the Primary Prevention 
of Substance Abuse Program is successful in 
demonstrating cognitive gains in students . These 
results support that portion of the hypothesis stating 
that after being taught the Primary Prevention of 
Substance Abuse curriculum at the grade level , students 
will increase their knowledge of factual information 
concerning the use and abuse of specific substances .  
Evaluation of Improvement of Sel f-Image 
Table 5 and Table 6 show the results for pretests 
and posttests measuring students • sel f-image . Table 5 
summarizes the test results for the third grades and 
Table 6 summarizes the results for the fourth grades . 
The data in these tables are also analyzed using 
the dependent t test as well as mean scores and 
percentages . The "N" again varies with the class and 
grade level , and the degree of freedom utilized in the t 
test was N-1 . 
It must also be noted that the number of students 
tested in a specific test group may differ from the two 
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evaluation measures . This is due to illness , absence , 
or movinq of test students . Should any student not have 
been able to take both pretest and posttest of a qiven 
instrument , the scores were not reported in the study . 
Table 5 
Third Grade Pretest-Posttest Results for Affective Test of Self-I.age 
Group N 
3A 17 
38 16 
Total 3 3  
Pretest a 
Mean Percentage 
5 3 . 4  7 4 . 2 t 
4 3 . 6  6 0 . 6t 
4 8 . 7  67 . 6t 
aTotal possible • 7 2  items 
*statistically significant , p < . 05 
Posttesta 
Mean Percentage 
55 . 5  77 . lt 
4 6 . a 65 .• o t  
5 1 . 3  7 1 . 3 t 
t-score S ignificant* 
. 88 8  no 
1 . 3 8 1  no 
1 . 605 no 
00 
..... 
Table 6 
Fourth Grade Pretest-Posttest Results for Affective Test of Sel f-Image 
Group N 
4A 2 2  
4 B  2 2  
Total 44  
Pretest a 
Mean Percentaqe 
51 . 9  72 . 1% 
54 . 6  75 . 8%  
53 . 3  74 . 0t 
aTotal possible • 7 2  items 
*statistically siqnificant , p < . 05 
Post test a 
Mean Percentaqe 
52 . 5  72 . 9% 
58 . 0  8 0 . 5% 
55 . 3  7 6 . 8% 
t-score Siqnificant* 
. 3 54 no 
2 . 502 yes 
1 . 8 7 0  no 
00 
N 
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Interpretation and Discussion of Table 5 and 
Table 6 .  Table 5 shows that the 3 3  third grade students 
correctly answered 67 . 6t of the 7 2  pretest items 
specifying a positive sel f-image . This is a mean 
pretest score of 4 8 . 7 .  on the posttest , the same 
students answered 7 1 . 3 t  of the items correctly for a 
mean posttest score of 5 1 . 3 .  Although average gain• in 
positive self-image were demonstrated by the third grade 
students , these increases are not statistically 
significant �by analysis of a dependent t test . 
Table 6 analyzes the pretest and posttest scores 
concerning a positive sel f-image for the sample fourth 
qrade students . These 4 4  students correctly answered 
7 4% of the 7 2  items on the pretest and 7 6 . 8% of the 
items on the posttest . These percentages reflect mean 
scores of 5 3 . 3  and 55 . 3  respectively . Again , average 
qains in a positive sel f-image were demonstrated , but 
the t score for the total fourth grade students is not 
statistically significant . 
One class ( 4 B) from the four individual classes 
teated showed a statistically significant gain , p< . os .  
Due to the presence of intervening variables it would be 
again difficult to determine the causes for the 
significant gains in self-image for thia specific group . 
The above-mentioned outcomes would indicate that 
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althouqh improvement in positive self-imaqe , as stated 
in the hypothesis , is an outcome ot the teachinq of the 
I 
Primary Prevention ot Substance Abuse Proqram , this 
study demonstrates that this improvement is not 
statistically siqnificant . 
Evaluation of Display of Appropriate Attitudes 
The final ten items on the evaluation instrument 
used to measure affective aspects of the Primary 
Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram deal with the 
display of , appropriate , socially-acceptable attitudes 
toward the use and abuse of substances . Five of the 
items were administered to provide information 
concerninq the students • current attitudes and 
involvement with specific substances , tobacco with third 
qraders and alcohol with fourth qraders . The remaininq 
five test items were used to compare pretest and 
posttest responses to determine if the teachinq of the 
substance abuse proqram influenced a siqnif icant chanqe 
in attitude . 
The results of this aspect of the evaluation study 
will be reported in two parts . The responses to the 
five questions deal inq with students • current attitudes 
and involvement with substances will be reported in 
descriptive terms . Secondly , the chanqe in attitudes 
will be reported descriptively and also statistically 
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analyzed usinq the dependent t test . 
current Attitudes and Involvement with Substances . 
Each of the five questions dealinq with students • 
current attitudes and involvement with substances are 
provided below .  The question l isted first i s  that which 
is found on the third qrade evaluation instrument 
pertaininq to the use of tobacco . The question l isted 
second is that which is used on the fourth qrade 
evaluation instrument pertaininq to the use of alcohol . 
Followinq each set of questions are the students • 
responses reported by percentile . The results are 
reported for all third qraders and all fourth qraders 
rather than reportinq responses accordinq to specific 
class qroup . The total number ot responses for third 
qrade students is 3 3  and for fourth qrade students , 4 4 . 
Question 1--Do you know anyone who smokes 
ciqarettea? Do you know anyone who drinks beer , wine or 
liquor? 
100% of the 3 3  third qrade students in the sample 
qroup indicated that they knew someone who smoked 
ciqarettes . 3 6  fourth qraders , or 8 1 . 8% ,  reported that 
they knew someone who drinks beer , wine , or l iquor , 
where 18 . 2% ( 8 )  reported that they did not know someone 
who used alcohol . 
The responses to those questions would indicate 
that the large maj ority of this age of student are in 
contact with persons who smoke or drink alcohol ic 
beverages . This age student is exposed to the use of 
the substances of tobacco and alcohol . 
Question 2 --Have you ever tried to smoke a 
cigarette? Have you ever tried to drink alcohol? 
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Although all third grade students knew someone who 
smoked , only one student , or 3 t , had tried to smoke a 
cigarette . 
A l�rger number of fourth CJrada students had tried 
to drink alcohol . 2 2 . 7t ,  10  of the students ,  had tried 
alcohol , where 75% ( 3 3 )  had not . One fourth grade 
student did not respond to this question . 
Question 3 --Do you aver pretend to smoke cigarettes 
when you are playing? Do you ever pretend to drink 
alcohol when you are playing? 
Pretending to smoke cigarettes when playing was 
reported by over hal f  of the students . 54 . 5% of the 
third grade respondents had played in this manner . 15 
students , or 4 5 . 5% ,  indicated that they had not 
pretended to smoke while playing . 
A smaller percentage , 15 . 9% ,  of the fourth graders 
reported pretending to drink while playing . 3 7  
students , or 8 4 . 1% ,  had not pretended to drink alcohol . 
Question 4--Have you aver triad to convince someone 
to quit smokinq? Have you ever tried to convince 
someone to quit drinkinq? 
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The maj ority of the third grade respondents had 
tried to convince someone to quit smokinq . 9 0 . 9 t ,  or 3 0  
students , had urqed others to quit smokinq , where only 3 
students ( 9 . lt )  had not . 
The maj ority of the fourth qradera had tried to 
convince someone to quit drinkinq . 7 0 . 5t ( 3 1 )  of the 
respondents had enqaqed in this activity . 1 2  
respondeQts , or 2 7 . 3 t ,  had not tried to convince someone 
to quit drinkinq . One student did not answer this 
question . 
The results from these questions would suqqest 
students are concerned about other persons smokinq and 
drinkinq and are actively involved in convincinq others 
to cease the activity . 
Question 5--Do you have friends that smoke 
ciqarettes? Do you have friends that drink beer , wine , 
or liquor? 
6 0 . 6  t ,  or 2 0 ,  of the third qrade students 
indicated that they have friends that smoke ciqarettes , 
where 3 9 . 4 t did not . Fewer fourth qrade students , 2 5 t  
( 11 ) , had friends who drink beer , wine , o r  liquor . 
This question , however ,  did not define " friends" so 
the respondents could be specifyinq younq friends or 
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adult friends usinq substances .  
Changes in Attitudes Concerning Substances .  Table 
7 and Table 8 show the results for the sections of the 
pretest and posttest indicatinq the development of 
positive , socially-acceptable attitudes about the use 
and abuse of substances .  Table 7 summarizes the results 
for third qrade students and Table 8 summarizes the 
results for fourth qrade students . The data in these 
tables were analyzed usinq the dependent t test . 
Table 7 
Third Grade Pretest-Posttest Results for Affective Test of Acceptable Attitudes 
Group 
3A 
3 8  
Total 
N 
17 
16 
3 3  
Pretest a 
Mean Percentaqe 
4 . 4  sa t 
4 . 1  8 2 t  
4 . 3  86t  
aTotal possible • 5 itaas 
*statistically siqnificant , p < . 05 
Posttesta 
Mean Percentaqe 
4 . 5  9 0t 
4 . 2 5 8 5t 
4 . 4  sat  
t-score Siqnificant* 
1 . 144 no 
. 4 3 6  no } 
. 961  no 
00 
l.O 
Table 8 
Fourth Grade Pretest-Posttest Results for Affective Test of Acceptable Attitudes 
Group N 
4A 2 2  
4 B  2 2  
Total 4 4  
Pretest a 
Mean Percentaqe 
4 . 1  8 2 %  
4 . 2  8 4 %  
4 . 18 8 3 . 6% 
aTotal possible • 5 items 
*statistically siqnificant , p < . os 
Post test a 
Mean Percentaqe 
4 . 2  8 4 %  
4 . 4  8 8 %  
4 . 3  8 6% 
t-score S iqnificant* 
. 663  no 
1 . 14 1  no 
1 . 161 no 
\0 
0 
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Interpretation and Discussion for Table 7 and 
Table 8 .  Althouqh averaqe qains in positive , 
socially-acceptable attitudes were demonstrated from a 
comparison of pretest and posttest scores , the averaqe 
qains were not shown to be statistically siqnif icant of 
the . os level of probability .  The lack o f  statistical 
siqnif icance is displayed by both third qrade scores 
(Table 7 )  and fourth qrade scores ( Table 8 ) . 
Tables 7 and 8 provide the researcher other 
valuable information concerninq the display of  
appropriate attitudes concerninq the use and abuse of 
substances other than the affective qains indicated . An 
overview of attitudes held by the test students is also 
provided by the tables . Tabla 7 indicates that 8 6% of 
the third qraders had positive , socially-acceptable 
attitudes towards the use of tobacco prior to the 
teachinq of the substance abuse unit and , upon 
�onclusion of the unit , this number increased to 8 8 % . 
Similar levels of appropriate attitudes were displayed 
by fourth qraders , with 8 3 . 6% of total test qroup 
displayinq positive , socially-acceptable attitudes 
towards the use of alcohol prior to the teachinq of 
substance abuse unit and 86% upon conclusion of unit . 
These facts , coupled with those earlier presented 
concerninq students • experiences with tobacco and 
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alcohol , would lead the researcher to conclude that , 
while students are widely exposed to tobacco and alcohol 
use , the larqe maj ority of the students retain positive , 
socially-acceptable attitudes about the use and abuse of 
such substances . 
Teacher Evaluation of Primary Prevention Program 
A secondary evaluation , a process evaluation , was 
conducted in this study . The previously reported 
outcomes of evaluation instruments administered to 
students were used to indicate the success or lack of 
success of the proqram in meetinq specified proqram 
qoals and qrade level obj ectives . In the secondary 
evaluation , the perceptions and opinions of district 
teachers were used to evaluate the dynamics and 
operational characteristics of the Primary Prevention of 
Substance Abuse Proqram . 
To sol icit teacher perceptions and opinions , a 
15-item survey was administered to the representative 
sample of 2 2  third and fourth qrade teachers in Mattoon 
Community Unit School District Number Two . All of the 
22  surveys were returned to the researcher and the 
results are reported in descriptive terms . The 
fol lowinq Likert scale was utilized in the 
questionnaire : l•Stronqly Aqree , 2•Aqree , 3•Not Sure , 
4•Disaqree , 5=Stronqly Oisaqree . Teachers • responses 
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are reported by percentile in Table 9 .  
Table 9 
Teacher Evaluation of the Prevention Program 
strongly Not Strongly No 
statement a Agree Agree Sure Disagree Disagree Answer 
1 .  Goals of PPSAP are 2 2 . 7  77 . 3  
clear & understandable . 
2 .  Goals can be accom- 4 . 5  68 . 2  2 2 . 7  4 . 5  
plished by PPSAP . 
3 .  Obj ectives at grade 3 6 . 4  6 3 . 6  
level are clear & 
understandable . 
4 .  Teaching suggestions 13 . 6  72 . 7  4 . 5  9 . 1  
provided are helpful . 
5 .  Initial inservice has 9 . 1  3 1 . 8  2 2 . 7  13 . 6  4 . 5  18 . 2  
been useful . 
6 .  Program design allow- 54 . 5  4 5 . 5  
ing obj ectives to be 
taught in any curri-
culum area is desirable . 
7 .  Program design allow- 59 . 1  4 0 . 9  
ing obj ectives to be \0 
taught at any time .i:-
during school year is 
des irable .  
Table 9 ,  continued 
Teacher Evaluation of the Prevention Program 
Strongly Not strongly No 
statement a Agree Agree Sure Disagree Disagree Answer 
8 .  Sufficient sugges- 2 7 . 3 5 0  13 . 6  4 . 5  4 . 5  
tions for instruc-
tional materials 
and resources .  
9 .  Teacher can create 2 2 . 7  5 9 . l  9 . 1  9 . 1  
methods ' lessons 
to teach obj ectives . 
10 . Sufficient instruc- 18 . 2  4 5 . 5  18 . 2  9 . 1 9 . 1  
tional materials & 
resources available 
to meet obj ectives 
concerning substances .  
11 . Sufficient instruc- 2 7 . 3  50 18 . 2  4 . 5  
tional materials & 
resources available 
to meet obj ectives 
concerning self-image , 
decision-making , & 
problem-solving . 
'° 
12 . Comfortable teaching 9 . 1  6 3 . 6  2 2 . 7  4 . 5  \.J1 
about substance abuse . 
Table 9 ,  continued 
Teacher Evaluation of the Prevention Program 
Stronqly Not 
Statement a Aqree Aqree Sure Disaqree 
13 . Responsibility of 2 2 . 7  4 5 . 5  2 2 . 7  9 . 1  
school to teach 
about substances . 
14 . Responsibility of 2 7 . 3  68 . 2  4 . 5  
school to improve 
self-iJBaqe , decision-
makinq , & problem-
solvinq . 
15 . overall reaction to 18 . 2  7 2 . 7  9 . 1  
PPSAP is positive . 
--
Note . PPSAP • Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram . 
acomplete statements appear in Appendix E .  
stronqly 
Disaqree 
No 
Answer 
\0 
(7\ 
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Interpretation and Discussion of Table 9 .  Table 9 
samples teachers ' overall reactions and opinions of 
different aspects of Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Proqram . S ince the 15 statements j udqed by the 
teachers on the survey were stated in a positive manner 
and the maj ority of reponses to all statements except 
one were in the stronqly aqree or aqree cateqory , it can 
be determined that teachers are qenerally pleased with 
the measured characteristics of the proqram . 
The statement which did not receive a maj ority of 
responses in the two favorable cateqories was number 5 ,  
concerninq the usefulness of the initial inservice . 
9 . 1% ( 2  teachers ) responded that they stronqly aqreed , 
3 1 . 8 % ( 7 )  that they aqreed , 2 2 . 7% ( 5 )  were not sure , 
13 . 6% ( 3 )  disaqreed , 4 . 5% ( 1 ) stronqly disaqreed . Four 
teachers , or 18 . 2 % ,  did not respond to the question . 
Since the initial inservice was held in the fall of 
1982 , some of the current teachers were not employed at 
that time and would not have participated in the 
inservice . 
The lower score and the fact that there are 
teachers who have had no inservice on the substance 
abuse proqram would indicate a need for further 
inservice or staff development activities to be 
conducted for the Mattoon School District . 
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The first three statements on the questionnaire 
dealt with the adequacy of proqrllll goals and obj ectives . 
2 2 . 7 t of the respondents strongly agreed and 77 . 3% 
agreed that progra• goals were clearly stated and 
understandable , where 3 7 . 4 t strongly agreed and 63 . 6% 
agreed that obj ectives at their specific grade level 
ware clearly stated and understandable . A slightly less 
favorable response was reported when the teachers ware 
asked if the proqraa goals could be accoapl ished by the 
use of the Priaary Prevention of Substance Abuse 
Proqraa . 4 . 5t ( 1  teacher) strongly agreed , 6 8 . 2 t ( 15 )  
agreed , 2 2 . 7t ( 5 )  ware not aura , and one teacher 
disagreed . Th• survey did not solicit teacher response 
as to the appropriateness of proqraa goals and 
obj ectives . 
Teachers responded favorably concerning the general 
proqraa design . 54 . 5t of the respondents stronqly 
agreed and 4 5 . 5t agreed with the teacher being allowed 
the fraadoa to teach the progra• obj ectives in any 
applicable curriculum area desired . 59 . lt of the 
teachers strongly agreed and 4 0 . 9t agreed with the 
teachers teaching the obj ectives at any tiae during the 
school year . 
Teachers were not as clearly favorable about the 
five stateaants concerning available teachinq 
I 
l 
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suqqestions and instructional materials and resources . 
When asked if the teachinq suqqestions provided in the 
proqram packet were helpful , 13 . 6% ( 3  respondents ) 
stronqly aqreed , 7 2 . 7 % ( 16 )  aqreed , 4 . S% ( 1 ) were not 
sure , and 9 . 1% ( 2 )  disaqreed . However , the maj ority of 
the teachers felt that they could create methods and 
lessons to teach the proqram obj ectives at their qrade 
level . 2 2 . 7% ( 5 )  stronqly aqreed , 59 . lt ( 13 )  aqreed , 
9 . 1% ( 2 )  were not sure , and 9 . 1% ( 2 )  disaqreed with this 
statement . When asked if there are sufficient 
suqqestions for instructional materials and resources to 
be used in teachinq the unit , 2 7 . 3 t ( 6 )  responded with 
stronqly aqree , sot ( 11 )  with aqree , 13 . 6% ( 3 )  with not 
sure , 4 . St ( 1 ) with disaqree , and 4 . St ( 1 ) with stronqly 
disaqree . 
It is interestinq to note that teachers were more 
positive about instructional materials and resources 
beinq available to teach the obj ectives concerninq 
sel f-imaqe , decision-makinq , and attitude than beinq 
available to teach the obj ectives concerninq the 
specific substances .  2 7 . 3 t stronqly aqreed , s o t  aqreed , 
18 . 2 % were not sure , and 4 . 5% disaqreed that there were 
sufficient instructional materials and resources to 
teach the obj ectives dealinq with the affective ; where 
18 . 2t stronqly aqreed , 4 S . St aqreed , 18 . 2 t were not 
100 
sure , 9 . lt diaaqreed , and 9 . lt atronqly diaaqreed that 
there ware suf f iciant instructional materials and 
resources to teach the obj ectives daalinq with the 
coqnitive aspects of the proqram . Teachers , however , 
are more successful in teachinq the coqnitiva aspects 
than the affective aspects of the proqram . 
Teachers • perceptions concarninq the adequacy of 
teachinq suqqastions and available instructional 
materials and resources indicate areas that Mattoon 
Community Unit School District HWlber Two could improve 
their substance abuse proqram. Additional teachinq 
suqqastions could ba added to the existinq curriculum 
packets . Also , additional instructional aatarials and 
resources could ba purchased for use with the proqram 
and/or teachers beinq made aware of existing •aterials 
and resources already available for taachinq the 
proqram . The latter suqqestion could be incorporated 
into the proqram insarvice earl ier recommended . 
When asked if  they were comfortable teachinq about 
substance abuse , 9 . lt ( 2  teachers ) atronqly aqraed , 
63 . 6t ( 14 )  agreed , 2 2 . 1 t ( 5 )  ware not aura , and 4 . 5% ( 1 )  
disaqreed . 2 2 . 7 t ( 5 )  atronqly aqraad , 4 5 . 5t ( 10 )  
aqreed , 2 2 . 7 t ( 5 )  were not sure , and 9 . lt ( 2 )  diaaqreed 
with the statement that it is the responsibility of the 
school to teach students about substances ,  their use and 
abuse . More teachers , however , felt that it is the 
responsibil ity of the school to improve students ' 
sel f-imaqe , attitudes , deciaion-makinq and 
problem-solvinq skills . 
Response to the statements concerninq teachinq 
self-imaqe and other affective skills were 2 7 . 3 % ( 6  
respondents ) stronqly aqree , 68 . 2 % ( 15 )  aqree , and 
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4 . 5% ( 1 )  not sure . Aqain , teachers feel it is more 
important to teach the affective areas than information 
about substances , yet this study ' s  results indicate 
teachers are more effective in teachinq the cognitive 
aspects of the proqram . 
The respondents • overall reaction to the Primary 
Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram , as measured by 
the final statement on the survey , was positive , with 
18 . 2 % stronqly aqreeinq , 7 2 . 7 % aqreeinq , and 9 . lt not 
sure . 
Decisions 
summary 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Proqram in qrades kinderqarten throuqh six in 
Mattoon community Unit School District Number Two , 
Mattoon , Illinois . The hypothesis to be tested was that 
after beinq tauqht the Primary Prevention of Substance 
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Abuse curriculum at their grade level , students 
would : ( a )  increase their knowledge and factual 
information concerning the use and abuse of spacif ic 
substances , ( b )  have a more positive self-image , and ( c )  
display an appropriate , socially-acceptable attitude 
toward substances ,  their use and abuse . The hypothesis 
was formulated from the substance abuse program goals 
and obj ectives . 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
program the PU.rpose--Input--Process--outcome--Decision 
Model for evaluation was utilized ( Bartz , 1984 ) . The 
results of the study were reported according to this 
model with this section on Decisions containing the 
conclusions and recommendations of study . 
conclusions 
The review of the literature and related research 
has indicated that there is a serious problem of use and 
abuse of the illicit and l icit substances of drugs , 
alcohol , and tobacco by our nation ' s  youth . An 
increased publ ic , parental ,  and student awareness of 
this problem has caused a recent national campaign for 
substance abuse prevention programs . 
Although many aspects of the society have been 
identified as responsible to help solve this serious 
problem ,  it is the American school that has long been 
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identified as the maj or influence and as havinq the 
maj or responsibility in prevention proqrams . An 
historical overview demonstrates shifts in emphasis and 
strateqies of prevention proqrams over the past several 
years . Yet , research supports the school as an 
appropriate setti119 for such proqrams . 
Most recent studies indicated that the current 
trend in prevention proqraDlllinq and curricula include 
both coqnitive and affective components . Evaluation 
studies of the effectiveness of this type of proqram , as 
with past prevention proqraaainq , have yielded 
contradictory results . While evaluations of proqrams 
have shown qreater coqnitive qains than affective qains , 
it has been indicated by researchers that this was not 
necessarily the fault of the proqram, but instead poor 
evaluation desiqns and studies conducted in the area of 
prevention proqrams . An examination of four models for 
prevention proqrams yields a racoaaendation that the 
most successful model has been that model includinq both 
information or coqnitive areas as wel l  as affective 
areas includinq social competencies and social skills . 
Mattoon Coaaunity Unit School District Number Two 
is to be commended for its early efforts in developinq 
an instructional proqram for prevention of the use and 
abuse of substances . Mattoon has had the Primary 
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Prevention of Substance Abuse Program as part of its 
district curricula since the 198 2 - 8 3  school year . Also , 
the emphasis .and strateqies of the Primary Prevention of 
Substance Abuse Program are appropriate and consistent 
with recommendations and research findinqs , in that the 
proqram includes qoala and obj ectives aimed at both the 
coqnitive ( increase of knowledqe) and affective 
( self-imaqe , attitudes , problem-solvinq , 
deciaion-makinq) disciplines . 
The purpose of this study was to measure the 
effectiveness of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Ab�•• Proqram . Study results indicated that there was a 
statistically aiqnif icant increase in knowledqe 
concerninq the use and abuse of substances for all test 
qroups . There ware avaraqe qains for all test qroups in 
the areas of increase of self-imaqe , yet only one 
sub-qroup had a statistically siqnif icant increase and 
there ware not statistically siqnif icant increases for 
total qroupa . S imilar results were shown for the 
display of appropriate attitudes , but no qain was 
statistically siqnificant . The hypothesis tasted in the 
study was found to be only partially valid . After bainq 
tauqht the Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram 
curriculum at their qrade level , students , ( a )  increased 
their knowledqe and factual information concerninq the 
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use and abuse of substances , but did not ( b )  have a more 
positive self-image , or ( c) display more appropriate , 
socially-acceptable attitudes towards substances ,  their 
use and abuse . 
Recommendations 
The outcomes of this evaluation study have led to 
the following recommendations concerning improvements in 
the Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program in the 
Mattoon Schools .  They are offered to the decision­
makers in Mattoon Community Unit School District Number 
Two as a basis for future decisions concerning the 
substance abuse program . 
1 .  Review of the Literature broadly supports that it is 
val id and effective to include substance abuse 
programming as part of the school curricula .  It is , 
therefore , recommended that the Primary Prevention of 
Substance Abuse Program should be continued in the 
Mattoon Schools . Improvements in the existing program 
are recommended . 
2 .  A review of the literature and related research has 
shown that prevention programs should begin in early 
elementary years since students • impressions of and 
exposure to substances begins , in many cases , prior to 
school age . The Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse 
Program begins in kindergarten and continues through the 
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school experience . The existing instructional program 
is age-appropriate and should be continued at these 
grade levels .  
3 .  The outcomes of this evaluation study have supported 
that the Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program 
is effective in the acquisition of factual information 
concerning the use and abuse of specific substances , but 
that it is not effective in affecting a significant 
change in student sel f-image or display of appropriate , 
socially-acceptably attitudes . It is recoJlllllended that 
there is a need for improvement or further evaluation in 
those latter aspects of the prevention program . It is 
further recoJlllllended that the school district should 
appoint a coJlllllittee , similar in scope to the cOJ1JRittee 
that originally wrote the program , to study this and 
other recoDllllendations and to work toward making needed 
improvements .  
In the instructional areas of self-image and 
display of appropriate attitudes it is racoJlllllanded that 
this coDllllittae , with the assistance of  resource parsons 
with expertise in this area should : 
1 .  Examine the manner in which affective aspects of 
the program are being taught . 
2 .  Examine materials used in teaching the affective 
aspects of the program . 
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3 .  Exaaine existing co1mercial prograas and 
materials for teaching these affective aspects 
to determine if any would be appropriate to 
assist teachers . 
4 .  Make recolDJllendations for improvements in this 
aspect of the prograa . 
4 .  The design of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Prograa allows teachers latitude in the content of 
the prevention unit . It is recolDJllended , however , that 
the prevention prograa could be improved by the 
inclusion of a standard posttest for each grade level to 
test the acquisition of cognitive information . In 
qrades three throuqh six ,  this test should be based on 
information contained �n Facing the Facts : Drugs , 
Alcohol , and Tobacco by J .  Keogh Rash since it was the 
-
only resource consistently used by the teachers in this 
study . The posttest would establish minimum perimeters 
of factual information to be presented by each classroom 
teacher at that grade level . The _J>osttest should be 
developed by teachers representative of each grade 
level . The- oriqinal sugqestion for this recommendation 
caaa from the four teachers involved in this research 
study . They indicated that such an evaluation tool 
would be helpful in future teachinq of the prevention 
prograa . 
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5 .  The content of the Primary Prevention of Substance 
Abuse Proqram is appropriate in that it includes both 
the coqnitive and affective aspects recollllllended by 
researchers . This emphasis should continue , but the 
possibility of includinq further concentration on social 
competencies and/or social skills should be considered 
since this model coupled with coqnitive information has 
met with considerable success in smokinq prevention 
proqrams . The social competencies/skills instruction 
should emphasize the development of abil ities to 
recoqnize social pressures to use substances ,  to develop 
skills to resist these pressures , and to recoqnize the 
social and health consequences of substance use . It 
would be recollllllended that some strateqies that miqht be 
included in instruction in the social 
competencies/skills area would be recoqnition and 
understandinq of peer pressure , assertiveness , abil ity 
to say no and disaqree , ability to express opinions , and 
abil ity to make decisions ( Battj es , 198 5 7 Peny , 198 0 ) . 
6 .  The process evaluation conducted in this study points 
out other areas needinq improvement in the existinq 
substance abuse proqram . one such area is the need for 
additional teachinq suqqestions to be added to the qrade 
level packets . It is recollllllended that the district 
committee with representative teachers develop 
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additional teaching suggestions and possible activities . 
Resource persons with expertise in these areas of 
instruction could be utilized as consultants in this 
development . 
7 .  Another need indicated by teachers on the process 
evaluation was a need for additional instructional 
materials and resources with which to teach the 
substance abuse program , particularly in the cognitive 
area . It is recommended that district leadership first 
formulate an accurate , up-to-data list of all pertinent 
instructional materials within the district available to 
teachers . A written listing should be provided for each 
teacher to assure that teachers are aware of existing 
instructional materials within the district . 
After consulting with support agencies such as the 
American Cancer Society , the Department of Alcoholism 
and Substance Abuse , and the Prevention Resource Center , 
a second l isting should be formulated to include free 
and inexpensive instructional materials available 
through outsida · agencies . Also , a third listing should 
be formulated to include resource speakers and 
presentations available to appropriate grade levels from 
support agencies and the community to supplement 
instruction . All of this printed materials should be 
provided to each teacher for inclusion in their program 
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curriculum packet . 
s .  Should an examination of existinq instructional 
materials indicate a need for additional purchases , it 
is recommended that the school district provide ample 
fundinq for needed instructional materials .  
9 .  A need for teacher traininq was indicated by the 
teacher survey as well as beinq identified as a 
characteristic weakness of prevention proqrams . It is 
recommended that the Mattoon School District establish 
lonq-ranqe and short-ranqe qoals for staff development 
and teacher traininq in the disciplines pertaininq to 
the substance abuse proqram. Besides establ ishinq qoals 
for staff development , the district leadership and the 
representative staff committee should establish 
lonq-ranqe and short-ranqe qoals for the accomplishment 
of the other recommendations leadinq to proqram 
improvement . 
10 . Finally , the Mattoon School District should keep 
siqht of real istic qoals and expectations for the 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Proqram . The 
research points out that one of the most common 
characteristic weaknesses in existinq prevention 
proqrams which makes effective evaluation difficult or 
which has contributed to disappointinq outcomes is the 
unreal istic expectations and qoals set by some schools 
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and school districts . The school prevention program is 
only one part of a child ' s  total learning experience and 
influences concerning the use and abuse of substances .  
School districts , such as Mattoon Community Unit 
District Number Two , should strive to make the school ' s  
part in prevention training as effective as possible ,  
yet realize that the choices people make are influenced 
by a myriad of factors . It is the cooperative efforts 
of many of those factors over which the school has 
little control--family , rel igion , peers , societal 
customs , laws , emotional health--that will cause a 
solution to the substance use and abuse problem in our 
nation ' s  youth . 
Appendix A 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse-Grade 3 
Part I 
Directions : Carefully read each question and 
circle the best answer . 
1 .  What is an important fact to remember about 
medicines? 
A .  Medicine can only make a person feel better . 
B .  Medicine must be used only by doctors . 
c .  Medicine can harm your body i f  not taken 
correctly . 
2 .  Which is a medicine that is taken to prevent 
illness? 
A .  Aspirin 
B .  Vitamins 
c .  Penicillin 
3 .  A prescription drug 
A .  may be bought at a grocery store . 
B .  must have a written order from a doctor . 
c .  can be taken by all members of a family . 
4 .  Which statement is NOT true? 
A .  Medicine can be used to keep people healthy . 
B .  Medicine cannot be bought without a 
prescription . 
c .  Medicines can be harmful if they are old . 
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5 .  Advertisements on TV ,  radio , and in newspapers 
A .  try to sell only items that are qood for a 
person ' s  body . 
B .  try to sell soma items that are harmful to a 
person ' s  body . 
c .  try to sell items that everyone should buy . 
6 .  What is the most important reason that younq people 
beqin to smoke? 
7 .  
A .  People l ike to smell and to watch the smoke . 
B .  People feel ciqarettes help them to feel better 
and happier . 
c .  People and their friends think it makes them 
seem qrownup . 
What is the biqqest reason that it is difficult to 
quit smokinq? 
A .  Friends will make fun of the person . 
B .  Smokinq is a habit . 
c .  Smokinq tastes qood . 
a .  Smokinq will cause a person to 
A .  be more like a qrownup . 
B .  die at a younqer aqe . 
c .  relax . 
9 .  A pipe or cigar smoker is more l ikely to 
A .  have lung cancer . 
B .  have cancer of the lip or mouth . 
c .  have a stroke . 
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10 . Cigarette amokara will 
A .  have more colds and infections than nonsmokers . 
B .  be happier than nonsmokers . 
c .  be doing what everyone else is doing . 
11 . What ia an important fact about cigarette smoking? 
A .  Cigarette smoking i s  a great danger to life and 
health . 
B .  Cigarette ·smoking may be a danqer to life and 
health . 
c .  Cigarette smoking is not dangerous . 
1 2 . The uee of cigarettes and other tobacco products 
have 
A .  increased over the past years . 
B .  decreased over the past years . 
c .  stayed the same as past years . 
13 . Deaths due to lung cancer have 
A .  increased over the past years . 
B .  decreased over the past years . 
c .  stayed the same as past years . 
14 . What causes cigarette smoking to be more dangerous 
to the body? 
A .  The way a person holds a cigarette . 
B .  The more cigarettes a person smokes . 
c .  The kind of cigarette a person smokes . 
15 . Why are ciqarettes the most widely used form of 
tobacco? 
A .  Ciqarettes are l ight and easily used . 
B .  Cigarettes can ' t  make you sick . 
c .  All famous people smoke cigarettes . 
16 . What is a depressant? 
A .  A drug that gives a person energy . 
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B .  A drug that makes a person ' s  heart beat faster . 
c .  A drug that slows the body and dulls the 
senses . 
17 . Uncontrolled cell reproduction is called 
A .  chronic bronchitis . 
B .  stroke . 
c .  cancer . 
18 . Tobacco was first used by 
A .  American Indians . 
B .  Spanish explorers . 
c .  settlers in Virginia . 
19 . Which was most important in making people use 
cigarettes? 
A .  Farmers began to grow more tobacco . 
B .  Tobacco companies advertised cigarettes widely . 
c .  Many people didn ' t  like the smell of pipes and 
cigars . 
2 0 . The sinqla qreatast cauaa of death in the United 
States is 
A. lunq cancer . 
B .  diabetes . 
c .  heart disease . 
2 1 .  The most important cause of lung cancer is 
A. air pollution . 
B .  cigarette smoking . 
c .  lack of exercise . 
1 1 6  
2 2 . What chemical in tobacco smoke keeps red blood calls 
from carrying oxygen to other body cells? 
A. Ni troqan dioxide 
B .  Nicotine 
c .  carbon •onoxide 
2 3 . A parson suffering from which one of the followinq 
is always " short of breath" ? 
A .  Ulcers 
B .  Emphysema 
c .  Cancer of the l ip 
2 4 . Who is most l ikely to get lung cancer and lung 
disease? 
A. A cigarette smoker 
B .  A pipe smoker 
c .  A nonsaoker 
2 5 . Nicotine is often used as 
A. a medicine . 
B .  an insecticide . 
c .  a food flavorinq . 
2 6 . The most polluted air would l ikely be found 
A .  alonq a city street . 
B .  near a factory . 
c .  in a smoke-filled room . 
27 . A smoker who qives up ciqarettes 
A. will l ive lonqer . 
B .  always qains too much weiqht . 
c .  becomes very sick . 
2 8 . Ciqarettes may not be advertised 
A .  in newspapers 
B .  on radio and TV .  
c .  on billboards . 
2 9 . Which is NOT a law about ciqarettes? 
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A .  All ciqarette packaqes and advertisements must 
have a written warninq on them . 
B .  A person must be 1 8  to buy ciqarettes . 
c .  Ciqarettes may not be advertised in newspapers 
and maqaz ines . 
3 0. Circle all of those substances which contain druqs 
that chanqe a person ' s  moods and body . 
candy 
alcohol 
veqetables 
coffee 
ciqarettes 
oranqe j uice water 
tea medicine 
chewinq tobacco 
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Part II 
Directions : Match the word in Column A with its 
meaning in Column B .  Put the number 
of that word in the blank . 
Column A Column B 
1 .  snuff 
2 .  chewing tobacco 
3 .  nicotine 
4 .  nitrogen dioxide 
5 .  tobacco tar 
6 .  peer-pressure 
7 .  substance abuse 
8 .  prescription 
9 .  chronic bronchitis 
10 . cancer 
Condensed particles from 
---
cigarette smoke 
Chemical found in tobacco 
---
tar 
Mixture of tobacco leaf and 
---
molasses 
A written order from a 
---
doctor 
___ Use of drugs or chemicals 
to harm one ' s  body 
A lung disease caused by 
---
smoking 
A disease caused by smoking 
---
where body cells are 
unhealthy 
---
Friends changing a person ' s  
feel ings 
A poisonous gas found in 
---
cigarette smoke 
A powdered form of tobacco 
---
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Appendix B 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse--Grade 4 
Part I 
Directions : Carefully read each question and 
circle the best answer . 
1 .  What is an important fact to remember about 
medicines? 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
A .  Medicine can only make a person feel better . 
B .  Medicine must be used only by doctors . 
c .  Medicine can harm your body i f  not taken 
correctly . 
Advertisements on TV ,  radio , and in newspapers 
A .  try to sell only items that are qood for a 
person ' s  body . 
B .  try to sell some items that are harmful to a 
person ' s  body .  
c .  try to sell items that everyone should buy . 
What is the most important reason that younq people 
beqin to smoke? 
A .  People l ike to smell and watch the smoke . 
B .  People feel ciqarettes help them to fell better 
and happier . 
c .  People and their friends think it makes them 
seem grownup . 
What is the biqqest reason that it is difficult to 
quit smokinq? 
A .  Friends will make fun of the person . 
B .  Smokinq is a habit . 
c .  Smokinq tastes qood . 
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5 .  smoking will cause a person to 
A .  be more l ike a qrownup . 
B .  die at a younger age . 
c .  relax . 
6 .  What is an important fact about cigarette smoking? 
A .  Cigarette smoking i s  a great danger to life and 
health . 
B .  Cigarette smoking may be a danger to life and 
health . 
c .  Cigarette smoking is not dangerous . 
7 .  Why are cigarettes the most widely used form of 
tobacco? 
A .  Cigarettes are light and easily used . 
B .  Cigarettes don ' t  make you sick . 
c .  All famous people smoke cigarettes • 
.i 
a .  The most important cause of lung cancer is 
A. air pollution . 
B .  cigarette smoking . 
c .  lack of exercise . 
9 .  The most polluted air would likely be found 
A .  along a city street . 
B .  near a factory . 
c .  in a smoke-filled room . 
10 . A smoker who gives up cigarettes 
A .  will  l ive longer . 
B .  always gains too much weight . 
c .  becomes very sick . 
1 1 . Which is NOT a law about cigarettes? 
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A .  All cigarette packages and advertisements must 
have a written warning on them . 
B .  A person must be 18 to buy cigarettes . 
c .  Cigarettes may not be advertised in newspapers 
and magaz ines . 
12 . Which has the most alcohol in it? 
A .  Beer 
B .  Wine 
c .  Whiskey 
1 3 . Drinking one or two drinks of alcohol 
A .  makes a person relax . 
B .  makes a person act silly . 
c .  makes different people act in different ways . 
1 4 . Which can make a difference in how alcohol affects a 
person . 
A .  How old a person is . 
B .  How much a person weighs . 
c .  I f  the person is male or female . 
15 . When drinking alcohol 
A .  a person can control how he acts or feels . 
B .  a person cannot control how he acts or feels . 
c .  a person will feel happy and have fun . 
16 . When will most people have their first drink of 
alcohol? 
A. In college 
B .  In high school 
c .  In elementary or j unior high school 
17 . Alcohol is 
A. a harmless drink . 
B .  a medicine . 
c .  a drug . 
18 . Alcohol will cause a parson to 
A .  be more l ike a grownup 
B .  die at a younger age . 
c .  feel happy and relaxed . 
19 . People who do not drink any alcohol are called 
A .  intoxicated . 
B .  abstainers . 
c .  alcohol ics . 
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2 0 . What is the main reason that young people begin to 
drink? 
A .  People feel alcohol will help them to feel 
better and have more fun . 
B .  People and their friends think alcohol will 
make them seem more grownup . 
c .  People like the taste of alcohol . 
2 1 .  Paopla who drink too much and have trouble ara 
called 
A .  abstainers 
B .  social drinkers . 
c .  problem drinkers or alcoholics . 
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2 2 . Which drug causes the most problems for Americans? 
A .  marij uana 
B .  alcohol 
c .  cocaine 
2 3 . Whan people are problem drinkers 
A .  they can often solve their drinking problems . 
B .  their whole family is affected . 
c .  they cannot be helped, by anyone . 
2 4 . Why does alcohol affect a parson more quickly than 
other foods? 
A .  Alcohol is a l iquid . 
B .  Alcohol goes directly into the blood stream . 
c .  Alcohol is stronger . 
2 5 . What part of th• body does alcohol most affect? 
A .  Brain 
B .  Stomach 
c .  Intestines 
2 6 .  Whan a person drinks alcohol , which will have more 
of an af fact on his body? 
A .  Drinking a glass o f  wine 
B .  Drinking a bear 
c .  A bear and a glass of wine will have the same 
affect . 
2 7 . In America someone dies because of a drunk driver 
2 8 . 
2 9 . 
A .  every month . 
B .  every 2 1  minutes . 
c .  every 2 4  hours . 
Which one of these ideas is most 
A .  Alcohol provides energy . 
B .  Alcohol is a danqerous druq . 
important? 
c .  Whiskey contains more alcohol than beer . 
Which one 
A .  Beer 
B .  Gin 
c .  Wine 
of the f ollowinq drinks is a l iquor? 
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3 0 . A person ' s  j udqment beqins to fail when his blood 
alcohol level reaches 
3 1 .  
3 2 . 
A .  . 03 to . 05 percent ( the same as 2 beers ) . 
B .  . 08 to . 10 percent ( the same as 4 beers ) . 
c .  . 12 to . 15 percent ( the same as 6 beers ) . 
When a person ' s  blood alcohol level reaches . 15 
percent , in most states he is considered to be 
A .  an alcohol ic . 
B .  dead . 
c .  "under the influence . "  
Alcohol acts in the 
A .  a stimulant . 
B .  a depressant . 
c .  a medicine . 
body as 
\ 
3 3 . An alcoholic is a person who 
A .  cannot control his drinking . 
B .  drinks whiskey but not beer . 
c .  does not want to quit drinking . 
3 4 . Some kinds of alcohol are 
A .  poison . 
B .  better than others . 
c .  not going to change the body . 
3 5 . What is one big danger when drinking alcohol? 
A .  A person drinking alcohol from a straw . 
B .  A person drinking alcohol when taking other 
drugs or medicines . 
c .  A person drinking alcoho+ in the morning . 
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3 6 . over one-hal f  of the car accidents where people are 
killed are caused by 
A .  careless drivers . 
B .  speeding drivers . 
c .  drunk drivers . 
3 7 . I f  a person has been drinking , which will help him 
be more sober? 
A .  To drink black coffee 
B .  To eat some food 
c .  To wait one to five hours 
3 8 . In Ill inois , how old must a person be to drink 
alcohol without breaking a law? 
A .  1 6  
B .  18 
c .  2 1  
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3 9 . Circle all of those substances which contain druqs 
that chanqe a person ' s  moods and body . 
candy 
water 
tea 
coffee 
alcohol 
medicine 
oranqe j uice 
ciqarettes 
chewinq tobacco 
veqetables 
Part II 
Directions : Match the word in Column A with its 
meaninq in Column B .  Put the number 
of that word in the blank . 
Column A Column B 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10 . 
ethanol 
nicotine 
tobacco 
methanol 
depressant 
intoxicated 
Alcoholics 
Anonymous 
alcoholism 
The use of druqs or chemicals to 
---
harm a person ' s  body 
Friends chanqinq a person ' s  
---
feel inqs 
____ A druq that helps to cause heart 
disease , cancer , and lunq 
diseases 
A druq that slows the brain and 
----
dulls the senses 
An orqanization to help 
---alcoholics and their families 
A poison chemical found in 
---
ciqarettes 
substance abuse 
peer-pressure 
The form of alcohol in beer , 
---
wine , and l iquor 
___ The poisonous form of alcohol 
Under the influence of alcohol 
---
A disease where a person is 
---
dependent on alcohol 
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Appendix c 
Directions : The following questions can be answered YES 
or NO . Your answers will show what you 
usually think, how you usually feel , or 
what you usually do about things . Work as 
fast as you can without making mistakes . 
1 .  Ia it easy for you to play by yourself 
when you have to? 
YES NO 
2 .  Is it easy for you to talk to your class? YES NO 
3 .  Do you usually finish the games you YES NO 
start? 
4 .  Do the children think you can do thinqs YES NO 
well? 
s .  Do the other children often do nice YES NO 
things for you? 
6 .  Do you have fewer friends than other YES NO 
children? 
7 .  Do most of the boys and girls like you? YES NO 
a .  can you do things as well as other YES NO 
children? 
9 .  Do people think that other children YES NO 
are better than you? 
10 . Are most of the children smarter than YES NO 
you? 
11 . Do you need to have more friends? YES NO 
12 . Do you feel that people don ' t  l ike you? YES NO 
13 . Do you have good times with the children YES NO 
at school? 
14 . Are the children glad to have you in YES NO 
school? 
15 . Are you ionesome even when you are YES NO 
with people? 
16 . Do people l ike to have you around them? YES NO 
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17 . Do most of the people you know l ike you? YES NO 
18 . Do lots of children have more fun at YES NO 
home than you do? 
19 . Do the boys and qirls often try to YES NO 
cheat you? 
2 0 .  Do you feel very bad when people talk YES NO 
about you? 
2 1 .  Are most of the boys and qirls mean YES NO 
to you? 
2 2 . Do many children say thinqs that hurt YES NO 
your feel inqs? 
2 3 . Do you feel bad because people are YES NO 
mean to you? 
2 4 . Are many older people so mean that you YES NO 
hate them? 
2 5 . Would you rather watch others play than YES NO 
play with them? 
2 6 . Should you mind your folks even when YES NO 
they are wronq? 
2 7 . Should you mind your folks even if YES NO 
your friends tell you not to? 
2 8 . Is it all riqht to cry if you cannot YES NO 
have your own way? 
2 9 . Should children fiqht when people do YES NO 
not treat them riqht? 
3 0 .  Should a person break a promise that YES NO 
he thinks is unfair? 
3 1 .  Do children need to ask their folks YES NO 
if  they may do thinqs? 
3 2 . Do you need to thank everyone who YES NO 
helps you? 
3 3 . Is  it all riqht to cheat if  no one sees YES NO 
you? 
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3 4 . Is  it hard for you to talk to new people? YES NO 
3 5 . Do you say nice things to .. children who 
do better work than you do? 
3 6 . Do you play games with other children 
even when you don ' t  want to? 
3 7 .  Ia it hard for you to play fair? 
3 8 . Do the boys and girls often quarrel 
with you? 
3 9 . Do you l ike to push or scare other 
children? 
4 0 . Do you often tell the other children 
that you won ' t  do what they ask? 
4 1 .  Are your folks right when they make 
you mind? 
4 2 . Do you wish you could l ive in some 
other home? 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
4 3 . Is it hard to talk thing• over with your YES NO 
folks because they don ' t  understand? 
4 4 . Do your folks seem to think that you are YES NO 
not very smart? 
4 5 . Do you often do nice things for the YES NO 
other children in your school? 
4 6 . Are there many bad children in your YES NO 
school? 
4 7 . Do the boys and girls seeJR to think YES NO 
that you are nice to them? 
4 8 . Do you think that some teachers do not YES NO 
l ike the children? 
4 9 . Would you rather stay hoae from school YES NO 
if you could? 
5 0 . Is it hard to like the children in your YES NO 
school? 
5 1 . Do the other boys and girls say that you YES NO 
don ' t  play fair in games? 
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52 .  Do the children at achool ask you to play YES NO 
games with them? 
53 . Do you play with some of the children 
l iving near your home? 
54 . Do the people near your home seem to 
l ike you? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
55 . Are the people near your hOlle often mean? YES NO 
5 6 . Do you have good times with people who YES NO 
l ive near you? 
57 . Are there some mean boys and girls who YES NO 
l ive near you? 
58 . Are you asked to play in other people ' •  YES NO 
yards? 
59 . Do you get mad easily? YES NO 
6 0 . Do you work on ao•ething until you YES NO 
finish it? 
6 1 . Can you usually control your feel ings YES NO 
or temper? 
6 2 . Are you satisfied with the way you look? YES NO 
63 . Do you often feel tired? YES NO 
64 . Do you often wish you were someone else? YES NO 
65 . Do you learn new things easily? YES NO 
6 6 . Are there a lot of things you would YES NO 
change about yoursel f if you could? 
6 7 . Are you proud of your school work? YES NO 
6 8 . Are you doing the best work that you can? YES NO 
69 . Do you feel that no one pays any 
attention to you? 
7 0 . Are most people better liked than you 
are? 
7 1 .  Do things usually bother you? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
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7 2 . Do you always know what to say to YES NO 
people? 
7 3 . Do you know anyone who smokes ciqarettes? YES NO 
7 4 . Have you ever tried to smoke a YES NO 
ciqarette? 
7 5 . Would it be fun to try to smoke a YES NO 
ciqarette if  someone qave you the chance? 
7 6 . Would you try a cigarette if no one YES NO 
would ever find out about it? 
7 7 . Do you ever pretend to smoke ciqarettes YES NO 
when you are playinq? 
7 8 . Have you ever tried to convince someone YES NO 
to quit smoking? 
7 9 . Is smokinq a qrownup thinq to do? YES NO 
8 0 . Do you have friends that smoke YES NO 
ciqarettes? 
8 1 .  Do most famous , glamorous people YES NO 
smoke ciqarettes? 
8 2 . Do you think you will smoke when you YES NO 
are a grownup? 
1 3 2  
Appendix D 
Directions : The following questions can be answered YES 
or NO . Your answers will show what you 
usually think, how you usually feel , or what 
you usually do about things . Work as fast 
as you can without makinq mistakes . 
1 .  Is it easy for you to play by yoursel f 
when you have to? 
YES NO 
2 .  Is it easy for you to talk to your class? YES NO 
3 .  Do you usually finish the qames you YES NO 
start? 
4 .  Do the children think you can do thinqs YES NO 
well? 
5 .  Do the other children often do nice YES NO 
thinqs for you? 
6 .  Do you have fewer friends than other YES NO 
children? 
7 .  Do most of the boys and qirls l ike you? YES NO 
8 .  Can you do thinqs as well as other YES NO 
children? 
9 .  Do people think that other children YES NO 
are better than you? 
10 . Are most of the children smarter than YES NO 
you? 
11 . Do you need to have more friends? YES NO 
12 . Do you feel that people don ' t  l ike you? YES NO 
13 . Do you have qood times with the children YES NO 
at school? 
14 . Are the children qlad to have you in YES NO 
school? 
15 . Are you lonesome even when you are YES NO 
with people? 
16 . Do people l ike to have you around them? YES NO 
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17 . Do most of the people you know like you? YES NO 
18 . Do lots of children have more fun at YES NO 
home than you do? 
19 . Do the boys and qirls often try to YES NO 
cheat you? 
2 0 . Do you feel very bad when people talk YES NO 
about you? 
2 1 .  Are most of the boys and qirls mean YES NO 
to you? 
2 2 . Do many children say thinqs that hurt YES NO 
your feelings? 
2 3 . Do you feel bad because people are YES NO 
mean to you? 
2 4 . Are many older people so mean that you YES NO 
hate them? 
2 5 . Would you rather watch others play than YES NO 
play with them? 
2 6 . Should you mind your folks even when YES NO 
they are wrong? 
2 7 . Should you mind your folks even if YES NO 
your friends tell you not to? 
2 8 . Is it all right to cry if you cannot YES NO 
have your own way? 
2 9 . Should children fiqht when people do YES NO 
not treat them riqht? 
3 0 .  Should a person break a promise that YES NO 
he thinks is unfair? 
3 1 .  Do children need to ask their folks YES NO 
if they may do things? 
3 2 . Do you need to thank everyone who YES NO 
helps you? 
3 3 . Is  it all riqht to cheat if no one sees YES NO 
you? 
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3 4 . Ia it hard for you to talk to new people? YES NO 
3 5 . Do you say nice things to children who YES NO 
do better work than you do? 
3 6 . Do you play games with other children YES NO 
even when you don ' t  want to? 
3 7 . Is  it hard for you to play fair? YES NO 
3 8 . Do the boys and girls often quarrel YES NO 
with you? 
3 9 . Do you like to push or scare other YES NO 
children? 
4 0 . Do you often tell the other children YES NO 
that you won ' t  do what they ask? 
4 1 . Are your folks right when they make YES NO 
you mind? 
4 2 . Do you wish you could live in some YES NO 
other hOlla? 
4 3 . Ia it hard to talk things over with your YES NO 
folks because they don ' t  understand? 
4 4 . Do your f olka seam to think that you are YES NO 
not vary smart? 
4 5 . Do you often do nice things tor the YES NO 
other children in your school? 
4 6 . Are there many bad children in your YES NO 
school? 
4 7. Do the boys and girls seam to think YES NO 
that you are nice to them? 
4 8 . Do you think that some teachers do not YES NO 
l ike the children? 
4 9 . Would you rather stay home from school YES NO 
it you could? 
s o . Ia it hard to l ike the children in your YES NO 
school? 
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51 . Do the other boys and qirla say that you YES NO 
don ' t  play fair in qames? 
52 . Do the children at school ask you to play YES NO 
qames with them? 
5 3 . Do you play with some of the children 
l ivinq near your home? 
54 . Do the people near your home .seem to 
l ike you? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
55 . Are the people near your home often mean? YES NO 
5 6 .  Do you have qood times with people who YES NO 
l ive near you? 
57 . Are there some mean boys and qirls who YES NO 
l ive near you? 
58 . Are you asked to play in other people ' s  YES NO 
· yards? 
59 . Do you qet mad easily? YES NO 
6 0 . Do you work on somethinq until you YES NO 
finish it? 
6 1 . can you usually control your feelinqs YES NO 
or temper? 
62 . Are you satisfied with the way you look? YES NO 
6 3 . Do you often feel tired? YES NO 
64 . Do you often wish you were someone else? YES NO 
65 . Do you learn new thinqs easily? YES NO 
66 . Are there a lot of thinqs you would YES NO 
chanqe about yourself if you could? 
67 . Are you proud of your school work? YES NO 
68 . Are you doinq the best work that you can? YES NO 
69 . Do you feel that no one pays any 
attention to you? 
YES NO 
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7 0 . Are most people better liked than you YES NO 
are? 
7 1 . Do thinqs usually bother you? YES NO 
7 2 . Do you always know what to say to YES NO 
people? 
7 3 . Do you know anyone who drinks beer , YES NO 
wine , or l iquor? 
7 4 . Have you ever tried to drink alcohol? YES NO 
7 5 . Would it be fun to try to drink a beer YES NO 
or a qlasa of wine if someone qave you 
the chance? 
7 6 . Would you try a beer or a qlass of wine YES NO 
if no one would ever find out about it? 
7 7 . Do you ever pretend to drink alcohol YES NO 
' when you are playin9? 
7 8 . Have you ever tried to convince someone YES NO 
to quit drinkinq? 
7 9 . I s  drinking a beer a qrownup thinq to do? YES NO 
8 0 . Do you have friends that drink beer , YES NO 
wine , or l iquor? 
8 1 . Do most famous , qlamoroua people YES NO 
drink alcohol? 
8 2 . Do you think you will drink when you YES NO 
are a grownup? 
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Appendix E 
Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse Program Evaluation 
Purpose : The purpose of this survey is to evaluate 
the Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse 
Program . Your grade level has been chosen 
to be involved in this evaluation . 
Directions : Please respond to the statements below as 
they pertain to the substance abuse program 
at your grade level . Circle your response .  
Scale : l•Strongly Agree 2•Agree 3•Not Sure 
4•Disagree 5•Strongly Disagree 
1 .  The goals of the Primary Prevention 1 2 3 4 5 
of Substance Abuse Program are clearly 
stated and understandable . 
2 .  The program goals can be accomplished 1 2 3 4 5 
· by the use of the Primary Prevention 
of Substance Abuse Program . 
3 .  The obj ectives to be taught at my 1 2 3 4 5 
grade level are clearly stated and 
understandable . 
4 .  The teaching suggestions provided 1 2 3 4 5 
in my packet of materials are helpful . 
5 .  The initial inservice provided for 1 2 3 4 5 
this program has been useful . 
6 .  The program design which allows the 1 2 3 4 5 
teacher the freedom to teach these 
obj ectives in any applicable 
curriculum is desirable . 
7 .  The program des ign which allows the 1 2 3 4 5 
teacher the freedom to teach these 
obj ectives in any applicable 
curriculum area is des irable .  
s .  There are sufficient suggestions for 1 2 3 4 5 
instructional materials and resources 
to be used in teaching this unit . 
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9 .  I ,  as a teacher , can create methods 1 2 3 4 5 
and lessons to teach the obj ectives 
at my qrade level . 
10 . There are sufficient instructional 1 2 3 4 5 
materials and resources available to 
teachers to enable them to meet the 
obj ectives concerning the specific 
substances taught . 
11 . There are sufficient instructional 1 2 3 4 5 
materials and resources available to 
teachers to enable them to meet the 
obj ectives concerning improved self-
image , decision-making , and problem-
solving . 
12 . I am comfortable teaching children 1 2 3 4 5 
about substance abuse . 
13 . It is the responsibil ity of the 1 2 3 4 5 
, school to teach students about 
substances ,  their use and abuse . 
14 . It is the responsibility of the 1 2 3 4 5 
school to improve students • sel f-
image , decision-making , and 
problem solving . 
15 . My overall reaction to the Primary 1 2 3 4 5 
Prevention of Substance Abuse 
Program is positive . 
1 3 9  
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